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Abstract
The thesis discusses the channel modelling and relay techniques in powerline communications
(PLC) which is considered as a promising technology for the Smart Grid communications, In-
ternet access and home area network (HAN). In this thesis, the statistical PLC channel charac-
teristics are investigated, a new statistical channel modelling method is proposed for the in-door
PLC. Then a series of the relay protocols are suggested for the broadband communications over
power grid.
The statistical channel modelling method is proposed to surmo nt the limits of the traditional
deterministic PLC channel models such as multipath model and transmission line model. To
develop the channel model, the properties of the multipath magnitudes, interval between the
paths, cable loss and the channel classification are investigated in detail. Then, each property is
described by statistical distribution or formula. The simulation results show that the statistical
model can describe the PLC channels as accurate as deterministic models without the topology
information which is a time-consuming work for collecting.
The relay transmission is proposed to help PLC adapting the diverse application scenarios.
The protocols covers the main relay aspects which include decode/amplify forwarding, sin-
gle/multiple relay nodes, full/half duplex relay working mode. The capacity performance of
each protocol is given and compared. A series of the facts which improve the performance of
the PLC networks are figured out according to simulation results. The facts include that the
decode-and-forward is more suitable for the PLC environment, deviation or transforming sta-
tion is better location for placing relay node and full duplex r lay working mode help exploiting
the capacity potential of the PLC networks.
Some future works are pointed out based on the work of statistic l channel model and relay.
In the last part of this thesis, an unit based statistical channel model is initialled for adapting
various PLC channel conditions, a more practical relay scenario which contains multiple data
terminals is proposed for approaching the realistic transmis ion scenario. At last, the relay for
the narrowband PLC Smart Grid is also mentioned as future resea ch topic.
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1.1 Powerline Communications and Its Applications
Powerline Communications (PLC) is a concept that uses the electrical power delivery network
as the information transmission medium. The technology wasfirst developed in the early 20th
century for simple remote control purposes and telephony [1]. But for a long period, PLC
was not considered as a mainstream communications technology due to the fact that the power
delivery grid is not a proper transmission medium for high frequency signals. The transmission
capacity is limited by the signal power attenuation and deepfading induced by the multipath
propagation.
Benefiting from the highly developed signal processing technologies in the communications
field and more powerful processing components, research on PLC has been revived in recent
decades. The demand for home area networks (HAN) and information infrastructure for the
power delivery system are strong driving forces for research on PLC. As an underutilised
communications medium with strong potential, PLC has recently drawn attention from both
academia and industry. The research covers channel and noise characteristics investigation and
modelling along with modulation and coding schemes for combating the hostile transmission
environment. Besides physical layer technologies, MediumAccess Control (MAC) schemes
[2] are also being assessed for adapting the power grid topology and applications. According to
the current work on PLC, the frequency signal over power cables suffers from multipath prop-
agation which will cause deep frequency selective fading ifbroadband transmission is used.
In order to model the PLC channel, two widely accepted deterministic methods are proposed
according to multipath propagation properties and transmis ion line theory respectively. Then
multi-tone modulation, for example Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) and
the related pulse OFDM [3] and wavelet OFDM [4] are proposed for data transmission over the
power grid. Plus with channel coding, channel estimation and synchronisation specially de-
signed for the PLC, high speed data communications over bothroadband and narrowband
PLC channels become feasible and a series of standards are proposed for different application
scenarios, for instance, Homeplug AV series, IEEE 1901 and ITU-T G.hn.
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According to differences in the utilised frequency bandwidth, communications over power grid
can be categorised into narrowband and broadband PLC that can be found in [5] and [6].
The narrowband PLC has been available for a long period. Thoug nly limited bandwidth
is utilised, narrowband PLC still can cover a large range of applications. For example, elec-
tric equipment monitoring, home automation and telemetry within the a bandwidth of less then
200 kHz. In recent years, with the increasing management demands on energy distribution net-
works, the narrowband PLC start to carry higher date rate applications such as: automatic meter
reading (AMR), load management, even customer billing and contract management. Though
the bandwidth is limited, narrowband PLC can be also used theInternet access. Beyond nar-
rowband applications, broadband internet communicationss also an important applications
field. The first proposed broadband application of the PLC is Internet Access which benefits
from the universal accessibility of the power grid in house and building. Besides Internet Ac-
cess, the Home Area Network (HAN) is a major application areaof broadband PLC. A very
mature application of HAN which employs the power grid in thehouse to extend WiFi signals
for improving WiFi coverage quality has been on market for years. With the increasing demand
for home entertainment and applications, a series of the broad and applications such as high
definition television (HDTV), home audio distribution and vi eo gaming are proposed as PLC
applications. Also, the data for smart metering, energy saving and load management can also
be carried by broadband PLC. Though there are variety of potential applications, PLC is still
not a widely deployed technology in practice. Thus, research on communications technology
over power grid is needed for pushing the PLC technology fromlaboratory to application.
1.2 Motivation and Contributions
1.2.1 Motivation of Work
As an access network or a local area network technology, the evolution pace of PLC is much
slower then wireless communications or other xDSL technology. The reason for this phe-
nomenon is the lack of research and standards for communications over power grid. Comparing
the traditional communications media such as the wireless channel, fiber or communications ca-
bles, the power grid has harsh transmission conditions for wide bandwidth signals, for example,
a highly frequency selective fading channel, signal attenuation, coloured background noise and
random occurred impulse noise. Due to these adverse facts, both academia and industry did
not consider power grid as a medium for a long period. Thus, lot of topics in PLC is need to
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be exploited. The topics includes the channel and noise modelling methods, modulation and
coding schemes for frequency selective channels, synchronisation for the PLC network, as well
as the medium access control technologies.
Among the topics, channel modelling for broadband PLC and relay nhanced PLC network are
selected as in this work. The reason for choosing channel modelling is that a proper channel
model is foundation of the communications research. Thus, areliable and simple channel model
is necessary for PLC. Two deterministic channel modelling methods have been developed late
in the 1990s: the multipath model and the transmission line theory (TLT) model. However, the
usage of these two models is limited by the fact that they requi the network topology informa-
tion and electrical properties of the cable as the preconditi which obstructs wide application
of the models. Thus in this work, a statistical channel is proposed to avoid these problem. They
present the PLC channel characteristics as accurately as the de erministic models with a faster
computation process.
Besides the channel model, another challenge of PLC is how toadapt it to variety of application
scenarios. As mentioned before, PLC has to fulfill differentdata rate, coverage and robustness
in different applications. The adverse transmission enviro ment of the power grid limits the
bit rate and coverage range of PLC. Thus, the relay which has been applied in wireless com-
munications for gaining spatial diversity, increasing theov rall system capcity and expanding
the network coverage is introduced to enhanced in PLC. Considering the fact that there are
transformer stations, deviation boxes and unoccupied sockets that can be potential locations to
place relay nodes, relay enhanced PLC networks are proposedin this work for the purpose of
exploiting communications capability over power grid.
1.2.2 Contribution
A series of the contributions were made in the process of accomplishing the proposed works:
First, the consistency of the multipath and TLT channel modelling methods was first verified. In
previous research papers on PLC channel modelling, the authors only focused on the multipath
or the TLT channel model, then the general properties such asfrequency selective fading, and
attenuation are presented. But there is no work to check the exact consistency of the these two
methods. The reason for this is that most of the previous works were done separately by differ-
ent researchers using different topologies and cable electrical parameters. In this thesis, the two
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model are first verified for consistency. Also, some other important factors that will impact the
channel characteristics, for example, length and density of he branches, are identified in this
work.
Secondly, a statistical channel modelling method is proposed for the indoor PLC network. In
this work, the random distributions of the multipath parameters such as the magnitude of the
path, the path interval, and the number of paths are investigated. By doing so, the randomness
caused by the topology and load are converted into a series ofprobability distributions which
can be represented by a set of parameters. With the statisticl model, prior knowledge of
network topology and physical cable parameters are not necessary. Also, the method used
for extracting the distributions parameters can be appliedto for different scenarios. The work
has been summarised as a journal paper submitted to IET Communications.
Thirdly, a set of the relay protocols are proposed for broadban PLC networks. The protocols
cover major aspects in relays, including the forwarding mode (decode-and-forward or amplify-
and-forward), the number of the relay nodes and the directions of the data streams. The perfor-
mances of the protocols are simulated and analysed under thePLC transmission environment.
The facts which will help to increase the transmission capacity of the PLC network are pointed
out. The capacity performance of the protocols with imperfect channel information are also
investigated. This work has already summarised and published in the ICC 2011 and EUSIPCO
2011 conferences respectively. Based on the relay enhancedPLC, the research work on re-
lay enhanced communications for power grid has been extended to wireless aided smart grid
communication which has been published on IEEE Communications Magazine 2012.
1.3 Thesis Organisation
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 gives the general history of the technology evolution of powerline communications
and the current standards. In the last part of this chapter, th performance evaluation method
used for evaluating replay protocol performance is introduced.
In Chapter 3, the multipath and TLT channel modelling methods are implemented and com-
pared. The consistency of the methods are verified. In addition, noise modelling is also re-
viewed and implemented in this chapter. The channel and noise models in this chapter are the
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foundation of the research work of Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4 describes the statistical channel modelling method in detail. The characteristics of
the first arrival path is emphasised, and a channel classification method is proposed according
to the magnitude distribution of the first arrival path. Then, the path interval and magnitude of
each channel class derived. Finally comparisons of the statistic l model and the deterministic
model shows that the proposed model can present consistent cha nel characteristics as accurate
as the previous models.
In Chapter 5, relay protocols for PLC are described and compared. The existing researches of
relays for PLC is reviewed. Then, relay protocols are described and the corresponding capacity
performance is simulated based on the channel and noise implmented in the previous chapters.
The relay approaches that will benefit to PLC capacity performance are discussed based on
the simulations results. Also, channel estimation error impact on the relay enhanced PLC is
investigated and the optimised channel estimation pilot length is discussed.
Chapter 6 summaries this thesis. Furthermore, three following up works: a new statistical
channel modelling methods, multi-user PLC relays, and relays for the narrowband PLC are




The power grid is the most widely deployed network on earth. Except for electrical power trans-
mission, the power grid can be also treated as the information exchange medium. The concept
of transmitting information over power cables is known as powerline communications. With
the development of the communications technology, powerlin communications now covers a
large range of communications scenarios which includes Interne Access, home area network
(HAN) and Smart Grid communications. In order to exploit thepotential of powerline com-
munications, recent research into PLC has considered channel modelling, modulation, channel
coding, synchronisation, and relay for PLC. Among the research topics in PLC network, we
pay close attention on channel modelling and relay in this the is. A proper and effective chan-
nel model will be the foundation of the research, such as the modulation and channel coding
schemes are determined by the frequency selective fading channel characteristics in the power
grid. To enhance the coverage and capacity of the PLC network, relays can be used to enhance
the current PLC network. This chapter provides the general history and current standards of
PLC, channel characteristics, relays for PLC and performance evaluation methods.
This chapter is organised as following: Section 2.1 introduces the general development and
standards of PLC. Channel characterstics and modelling method is introduced in Section 2.2.
Demand of relay in PLC and the performance evaluation methodare analysed in Section 2.3.
Section 2.4 summarises the chapter.
2.1 Communications Over Powerline
2.1.1 General History of Powerline Communications
In 1920s, voice over powerline was developed [7]. During the1940s, the powerline has been
used for the first time as the medium for digital communications [8]. The main purpose of the
powerline communications during this period is sending control signals in automation products
at a very low data rate. In the 1970’s [9], an experimental bi-directional information facility
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was built for connecting hundreds of devices. Also, a commercial distribution line communi-
cations system over 5-10 kHz was developed by General Electric Company at a similar time
[10] when the channel and noise characteristics of powerline was first studied in detail. Later
on, a local area network (LAN) over power grid solution was proposed for personal computer
communications with basic phase-shift keying (PSK) in physical layer and carrier sense multi-
ple access (CSMA) in MAC layer. In [11] a study in 1990 in the UKproved that a 1 bits/s/Hz
average information rate can be approached for remote meterreading. Furthermore, low data
rate two-way automation communications (TWAC) schemes areproposed using time division
multiple access (TDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) modes in [12] and [13]
for the AMR/AMI, distribution automation and demand response (DR) applications.
Driven by the growing demand for Internet access, digital signal processing (DSP) and very-
large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, the research and pplication of PLC was expanded
to broadband communications during late 1990s and early 2000s, The first PLC Internet access
trial was developed by Nortel and Norweb Communications [14] in UK in 1997 with a 1 Mb/s
data rate. The trial was ended in 1999 because of the electromagnetic compatibility issues. Re-
cently, efforts on powerline Internet Access have been developed by the Open PLC European
Research Alliance (OPERA). Beyond Internet Access, the interes of broadband PLC applica-
tions are starting to shift to in-home applications such as home area network (HAN), HDTV
and other in-home entertainment. As a precondition for the analysis of any communication
system, channel models for broadband PLC has been studied intensively in the last decade.
The broadband PLC channel is considered as a frequency selectiv fading, multipath channel,
which is described in [15], [16] and [17]. A well known multipath channel modelling scheme
is proposed by Dostert in [18] in 2002. Some researchers haveproposed deterministic chan-
nel modelling methods according to the transmission line theory in [19] and [20]. In order to
exploit the potential of PLC, Zeddem proposed a frequency domain statistical channel model
which extends the frequency band from 30 MHz to 100 MHz. Then,in [21] and [22], authors
start to pay attention to the time domain statistical properties PLC channels. Based on a results
from the broadband channel model, a series of broadband applic tions are proposed and com-
munications products have been launched in the last decade years. So far, powerline extenders
for in-door wireless communications have been popular products on the market. Broadband
PLC communication trials have been carried out in several countries and districts [11], [23]
for Internet access. The broadband PLC channel provides thepossibility for a variety of other
applications such as HAN, HDTV, in-home audio system and energy management which are
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included in the Homeplug AV series standard [24].
Besides market demand, another important driving force forbr adband communications over
powerline is the development of the digital signal processing technology for the communica-
tions. In early products, spread frequency shift keying wasused for narrowband, low data rate
PLC [25]. For the broadband PLC channel, single tone modulation which is called wideband
impulse modulation in [26] can be also applied with the CDMA and bit-interleaved coding.
Considering the frequency selective fading effects in the broadband PLC channel, the single
tone modulation may not have the ability to adapt to the effect of deep fading at particular fre-
quencies. Thus the multi-tone modulation is proposed in [27] and [28] for the broadband PLC.
In order to combat the colored background noise, pulse shaped OFDM is proposed in [3] and
[29]. Filtering multi-tone modulation and wavelet OFDM arealso applied in [30] and [31] for
similar purposes. Along with modulation techniques, the coding schemes are also proposed for
combating another significant impairing in PLC channels - impulse noise. Since impulse noise
often causes bursts of errors for the communications system, the first coding scheme for PLC is
interleaving which has been introduced in [32]. Also, Turbocode and low-density parity-check
(LDPC) code have been proved superior in the PLC impulse noise environment [33] and [34].
In [35], the oversampled filter banks (OSFB) is applied as channel coding to combat the cor-
related noise in PLC. With the advantages of the above modulation nd coding technologies,
high data rate broadband communications over powerline hasbeen a well accepted solution for
many scenarios.
In recent years, driven by the increasing energy saving and information managing requirements,
communications over and for the power grid which is also called Smart Grid communications
(SGC) has emerged as an important technology. Among all the possible communications so-
lutions such as Long Term Evolution (LTE), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Ac-
cess (WiMAX) and ZigBee, PLC is one competitive candidate because of its natural combi-
nation with the power grid. As introduced in [36], PLC can play ots of different roles in the
Smart Grid, for example, automatic meter reading (AMR) and advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI), Vehicle-to-Grid Communications, Demand Side Management, in-home entertainment
and in-vehicle communications [37] and [38] or communications inside of space shuttle [39].
The narrowband PLC performance for long distance Smart Gridcommunication is evaluated in
[40] with assistant of filter bank based transceivers. The pot ntial range of the PLC applications
is described by the following Figure 2.1:
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Figure 2.1: A panoramic view of current PLC applications nowadays. PHEV: plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, ISP: Internet service provider
2.1.2 Powerline Communications Standardisation
Generally, PLC is classified into the narrowband and broadban communications that supported
by series of the standards which are promoted by different organisations for different purposes.
Narrowband Standards
Although there are some other technologies which operate atv ry low frequencies, usually 0.3-
3 khz, this band range is not considered by current standards. At present, typical operational
bandwith includes European Committee for Electromechanical Standardisation (CENELEC)
bands (3-148.5kHz) which divided in to A, B, C and D sub-bands, US Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) bands (10-490 kHz), Japan Associati n of Radio Industries and
Businesses (ARIB) (10-450 kHz) band and Chinese bands (3-500 kHz). The standards for nar-
rowband communications includes ISO/IEC 14908-3 (LonWorks) which supports data rate to
5.4 and 3.6 Kbit/s, ISO/IEC 14908-3-5 (KNX) which supports 1.2 and 2.4 Kbit/s data trans-
mission and CEA-600.31(CEBus) which operates at 10 Kbit/s mentioned in [41] and [42] for
low data rate narrowband communication. ITU-T G.hnem whichnominal raw bit rates may
exceed 1 Mbit/s [43] and IEEE 1901.2 which reaches up to 500 Kbit/s are proposed recently
to provide higher data rates for energy management in HAN, plug-in/hybrid electric vehicles
(PHEV) and advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) applications. Also, another OFDM based
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standard which is called G3-PLC which reaches 300 kbit/s andsupports the IPv6 protocol is
recently released for FCC, CENELEC and ARIB bands. Another standard which is designed
for intelligent metering applications called PoweRline Intelligent Metering Evolution (PRIME)
is reported performing ranging from 21.4 Kbit/s to 128.6 Kbit/s on CENELEC A band. The
standardisation of the narrowban PLC communications is still in evolution due to the fact that
the new applications are continuously proposed for PLC.
Broadband Standards
Communications over HF/VHF bands (1.8-250 MHz) are usuallydefined as broadband Power-
line Communications. Nowadays, most work on broadband communications performance over
the bandwidth up to 30 MHz has been investigated comprehensively for channel modelling,
transmission schemes and network structure aspects. More recently, channel modelling for up
to 100 MHz bandwidth has been studied in [44] and [45]. Following evaluation with broadband
channel models, a series of industrial standards have been released in the last few years..
1. TIA-1113/HomePlug
The first standard for broadband powerline communications is TIA-1113 [46] which is
approved by ANSI. The standard defines a 14 Mbps OFDM based physical layer accord-
ing to the HomePlug 1.0 [47] and [48]. In the standard, the twomodulation scheme,
BPSK and QPSK, are proposed to adapt the data rate according to the channel condi-
tions. These two standards have proved successful by in widely us d products in the
home and industry. Following HomePlug 1.0, HomePlug AV is released in August 2005
which reaches 200 Mbps that sufficient for HDTV and VoIP applications. And a 500
Mbps transmission is achieved with HomePlug AV by using a wider spectrum (2 to 68
MHz). Most recently, HomePlug AV2 is released in 2012 which is target for Gbps trans-
mission and supports MIMO channel. HomePlug AV2 is a standard that is interoperable
with HomePlug AV and compatible with IEEE 1901.
2. IEEE 1901
The IEEE 1901 standard was approved in 2010 for high speed HANand Internet access
applications with data rates in exception of 100 Mbps operating over a 30 MHz band-
width. The main features of the IEEE 1901 standard is described n [49], [50] and [51]
and it includes two different physical layers. The first optin is called the FFT PHY
which combines FFT-OFDM modulation and a convolution turbocode (CTC) as forward
error correction (FEC). This option provides backward compatibility with HomePlug AV
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based devices. The second option is the Wavelet PHY which employs Wavelet-OFDM
concatenated with Reed-Solomon (RS) or Convolution codes,with the option to replace
by LDPC code. This option provides backward compatibility for devices based on the
High Data Rate PLC Alliance. The new physical layer techniques push the PLC physical
layer data rate up to 200 Mbits/s. In addition, IEEE 1901 alsoprovides mandatory coex-
istence mechanism with other devices with different in the pysical layer in the network.
Thus, it is big step towards a wider home networking market for PLC.
3. ITU-T G.hn approved in 2009 [52], provides unified HAN transceiver capability over
all the home cables: phone line, coax and Cat 5 cables can operate to 1 Gbps with this
physical layer standard. The effort of the ITU-T G.hn is to design a single transceiver
that adapts to all wiring data transmission media. In the physical layer, G.hn is based on
FFT-OFDM modulation scheme concatenated with LDPC FEC code.
2.1.3 Challenge of PLC
The first practical challenge encountered in PLC is signal coupling which means it is difficult
to extract the high frequency signals from the mains current. The coupling circuit designed
for broadband PLC can be found from [53], [54], [55] and [56].However this topic is out of
the scope of our work. In this thesis, we assume the perfect signal coupling is made over the
expected frequency band. Another obvious challenge in PLC is coexistence. As can be seen
from the previous sections, a variety of standards are proposed for different kinds of applica-
tions. Currently, most of the standards are non-interoperabl due to differences in the physical
layer technologies applied. For example, Wavelet-OFDM, FFT-OFDM and spread spectrum
are used for different standards. The details of proposed mechanisms can be found in [57],
but coexistence mechanisms are out of the scope of this thesis. Another limitations in PLC is
noise. According to [58], [59], [60] [61] and [62], the noisein power grid is a combination of
coloured background noise, strong narrowband interferenca d random impulse noise. In [63]
and [64], the influence of impulsive noise in PLC is shown through numerical results. Iterative
impulse suppression algorithms, joint dipping-blanking and interleaved coding are proposed
in [64], [65] and [66] to combat the impact of impulsive noisein PLC. Except for the chal-
lenges mentioned above, we focus on the channel modelling and relay extension of PLC for
the following reasons: first, any research for PLC, especially, the reseach on deployment and
communications theory approaches deeply depend on the channel model. But, there is still not
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a widely accepted convenient channel model for PLC. Second,it is necessary to find new tech-
nologies to make PLC appliable in diverse scenarios, thus, making it a competitive candidate
among the other communications solutions.
As can be seen from the above description, the proposed PLC standards are quite diverse. The
reason for this situation is that the current reseach on PLC is mostly lead by industry who of-
ten wish to exploit their own technologies. For a long time, there has been insufficient work
from academies to develop a common methodological approachf r PLC. Among the problems
facing PLC, accurate channel models are one of the most essential issues. So far, there is no
commonly agreed channel model [67]. Based on the current resea ch on the PLC channel,
some obvious characteristics, for example, frequency selective fading, increasing attenuation
with frequency and transmission distance of PLC channel have been pointed out. Some chan-
nel modelling methods proposed in [18], [68] and [69] have ben widely used for PLC research.
The proposed methods can model the attenuation and frequency s lective fading of PLC chan-
nels very well. However, most of the current proposed methods are deterministic models, which
means the channel model can be applied only with a given PLC network topology. While in
practice, the network topology and some other properties such as terminal load and appliance
switching will vary or are unknown from scene to scene. In order to capture the effects of dif-
ferent locations, the PLC channel should also have statistical property which is not present in
the deterministic model. The topology of a typical in-door PLC can be seen in Figure 2.2. In
Figure 2.2: A in-door PLC topology example
practice, the length of the cables, the values of loads on outlets, also the number of derivation
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boxes shown in Figure 2.2 are random which leads to the statistic l properties of PLC chan-
nels. In [22], [70] and [71], some statistical properties are extracted. However, the research on
channel models that include the statistical characteristics of the PLC channel is quite limited.
Besides the difficulties with the channel model, another challenge of the PLC technology is
that PLC need to be adapted to variety of application scenarios. Based on the statement above,
we can see that PLC can be used for both narrowband and broadband communications. Fig-
ure 2.3 shows a general relation between the bandwidth and coverage of different applications














Figure 2.3: Potential applications of PLC plotted VS bandwidth and range
of facts. First, the transmitter power in restricted by regulation for the purpose of avoiding
disturbance to other devices or communication systems. Meanwhile, the signals in power grid
suffer from frequency selective fading, high attenuation,coloured background noise and im-
pulse noises. To combat the above adverse effects, the technologies which have been used in
wireless or other wire communications are also exploited improve the performance of PLC.
The technologies that have been applied includes channel coding, multiple carrier modulation
and channel estimation [72]. Even the MIMO concept is applied to improve the transmission
capacity for PLC networks in [73] and [74]. But considering the correlation between different
coupling modes [75] and spatial correlation discussed in [76], the performance gain brought by
MIMO is limited. Another concept which is worth studies for PLC networks is Relay. Relays
have been used in wireless communications to help increasing the capacity, link stability and
network coverage by enhancing the receiving SNR and exploiting diversity gain. Thus the PLC
network is proposed in this work. Though the diversity gain in relay enhanced PLC network
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is difficult to achieve due to the correlation of the channel.It is still worthwhile to investigate
the gain that can be potentially achieved through the SNR enhancement, and full duplex relay
working mode.
In order to meet the challenges described above: effective channel model and diverse applica-
tion scenario, two main issues - channel modelling methods an relay mechanism are studied
in this work.
2.2 PLC Channel Characteristics and Modelling
Knowledge of the channel is a prerequisite of all communications technology research. In this
section, the multipath characteristics of the PLC channel is introduced. Then, the challenges
during channel modelling are stated as well.
2.2.1 Channel Characteristics
There has been a wide variety of research on individual PLC channels. The two most significant
characteristics that can be summarised from the previous resea ch are: frequency selective
fading (multipath propagation) and attenuation.
In communication systems, the frequency selective fading is enerally caused by the partial
cancellation effect which is generated by delayed copies ofthe signal, which is also called
multipath propagation. This concept has been used in radio communications for long time.
In wireless communication, the receiver detects the directsignal and reflected signals from
the other objects. The reflections can be regarded as the delaye and attenuated copies of
the direct signal. These duplicates will cause deep null at some frequencies points due to the
destructive interference between paths, which is also called fading. In the PLC environment,
the signal power may be split among different paths at the junctio boxes. These signals then
will be reflected at the circuit terminal due to impedance mismatches. The reflected signal will
then arrive at the receiver with a certain delay and attenuation. According to Fourier Transform
properties, a delay in the time domain will cause a periodic phase shift in the frequency domain.
When summing the direct signal and the phase shift reflection, n tches may be generated at
particular frequencies which is called frequency selectivfading. For signals transmitted over
networks, they will contains a series of reflected signals from the terminals, which will cause
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notches in frequency domain. Figure 2.4 shows an example of multipath propagation for the
PLC channel. Thus, the channel response can be written as thesum of the reflections:
...











IiAi(t − Ti) (2.1)
where,Ii is the magnitude of theith path, andAi(t − Ti) is impulse of theith reflection,Ti is
the propagation delay of theith path.






































Time Domain Impulse Response
Figure 2.5: a) Frequency domain transfer function and b) correspondingt me domain impulse
response of the example channel
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From the frequency domain channel transfer function in Figure 2.5, besides the frequency se-
lective fading, another important characteristic of PLC channel is attenuation. As can be seen
from previous work as [18], the attenuation will increase with the transmission distance and fre-
quency. Unlike the fading characteristic, the attenuationof the PLC channel is mainly related
to the electrical characteristics of the power cable. According to transmission line theory, the
electrical characteristics of a cable segment can be describ d by four parameters: resistance,
capacitance, conductivity and inductance, depend on the cabl geometry, the electrical param-
eters of cable conductor and insulator, and the signal frequency. According to equation (A.3)
in Appendix A, the resistance of the cable with a unit length inceases proportionality with the
square root of the frequency. This property explains why thePLC channel causes larger at-
tenuation for higher frequency signals. For the long distance transmission, the channel can be
approximately considered as cascaded cable units, which also c n be approximately as resistors
if only signal attenuation issue is taken into account. Thus, the attenuation will increase with
longer distance transmission.
The selective frequency fading and attenuation facts for a single PLC channel have just been
described. However, in practice the channels do not always remain fixed. The channel response
will be impacted by a series of random effects, for example switching on/off of appliances.
Thus, the channel response contains some random properties, for example, deep fading fre-
quencies and the depth of the fading may vary with time. On theo r hand, PLC network
topologies in different locations or buildings will be verydifferent which will cause random
fluctuation of the channel response. When we observe the PLC channels as group, they repre-
sent a random set rather than totally deterministic.
In wireless multipath channels, the delay and power of the multipath are usually very difficult
to predict due to the complex scattering of the wireless signal propagation. Different fading
types such as Rayleigh, Rician and Nakagami fading has been proposed for describing wireless
communications. Contrasting with the highly random distributed and fast fading in wireless
channels, the delay and power of the multipaths in PLC channel are more deterministic due to
fact that the topology of PLC networks vary quite slow comparing with the wireless environ-
ment. Thus, A series of challenges is encountered when modelling PLC channel.
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2.2.2 Channel Modelling and Challenges
Though PLC channel and wireless channel have similarities,the PLC channel has it own fea-
tures for example, frequency selective fading with certainextent deterministic fact, quasi-static
channel but with slow time variation and two dimension attenuation characteristics. Thus, to
model a realistic PLC channel become a challenging topic. Toobtain the transfer function of
the PLC channel, different approaches have been developed the last few years. The method
can be generally divide into two categories: the multipath approach and the transmission line
approach.
For the multipath approach, the main focus is on figuring out the number of paths and cor-
responding path magnitude and delay. Currently, the multipath approaches are based on the
field measurement results on a fixed network. That means we canonly generate the channel
responses for limited scenarios by the multipath model. Forthe transmission line approaches,
more flexibility can be obtained. By applying the transmission line theory, the channel topol-
ogy can be decomposed into small units. The transfer functiofor each unit can be calculated
separately, then the channel response for the whole link canbe obtained by using the Chain
Rule (CR) in transmission line theory [68]. Theoretically,the transmission line approach can
be applied to calculate the PLC channel response with an arbitrary given topology. However,
the problem is that it is difficult to design an unified calculation process for different topologies.
Thus if the transmission line approach is applied, the calcul tion process should be designed
for each topology manually, which obviously a time-consuming task.
As can be seen from above description, the multipath model and the transmission line approach
are both deterministic channel models. Only when the network topology is determined can
these methods be applied to derive the PLC channel response.However, the deterministic
channel models are not suitable for presenting the statistical properties of the channel. Thus,
statistical PLC channel modelling method has recently drawattention. The statistical channel
model, in theory, is necessary for evaluating the coverage,deployment and transmission capac-
ity of PLC networks. It is obvious that the works on network coverage, channel coding and
modulation techniques can not be evaluated according to oneor two specific network situa-
tions. Thus, with the increasing demand for powerline communications, the statistical channel
modelling is required to evaluate PLC performance across networks.
Though the work on PLC channel modelling is in demand, the challenges are also existing. The
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first challenge is from the electrical parameters of the cable. In transmission line theory, the ca-
ble is often evaluated using the lumped parameters resistance (R), capacitance (C), conductivity
(G) and inductance (L) which should be reconsidered in the high frequency scenario. Usually,
the R, C, G and L parameters are determined by the geometric structure of the cable, conductor
and insulator materials. The cable types used in different papers, such as [68], [77] and [69],
are from different countries, which means that it is difficult to compare the modelling results
from different papers. Also it is an obstacle to verifying the consistency of modelling results of
different methods. Thus, finding a common set of cable parameters to prove the consistency of
different modelling results become a challenging work. Thesecond challenge is the topology.
As stated above, the statistical channel property is arisesfrom random variation of the topology
across different homes and offices. The topology of the PLC network varies in different sce-
narios. For example, the topologies in residential and office areas, or the topologies in Europe,
Asia and America. Thus, to find out the a proper topology for channel modelling is another
key issue in PLC. Generally, the PLC network topology can be described by a tree structure
[6]. Thus, the statistical property of the PLC channel results from the random branch lengths,
terminal loads and switching on/off of appliances. It is difficult to collect this information of the
PLC in practice. The third challenge for PLC channel modelling comes from the inconsistency
of the previous research. For research in wireless communications, there have been already
some channel fading types and models with common agreement,such as Nakagami, Rayleigh,
Rician fading and Hata model for different terrains. Thus for the research results based on these
channels can be directly compared with for each other. By contrast, the channel modelling work
done for PLC networks is in quite diverse scenarios. Thus, iti time-consuming work to collect
the detailed modelling information for different scenarios and to verify the correctness of the
result in each paper.
2.3 Relays for PLC
With the development of channel modelling and data transmission technologies, communica-
tions applications over power cable are no longer limited tolow data rate voice and control
signalling. High bit rate over broadband applications suchas audio, video, internet access and
more complex compound control data are now in demand recently. For each application, PLC
should provide a proper communication solution to adapt to the requirements. For example,
Internet Access often covers video on demand and VoIP which requi e broadband connections
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and high data rate. The in-home entertainment which includes home office networking, IPTV
and video game streams also requires broadband connectionsand high data rates over power
cables. Smart Grid is a comparable new and attractive concept in recent years which tries to
inter-connect the electrical power network to control generation, transmission, distribution and
consumption. It requires a large communications networks on top of the traditional power grid.
The powerline which is naturally embedded in the power grid is the one of the candidate com-
munication media for Smart Grid data. The applications overth smart grid include Smart
meters, and home/industrial automation some more applications. These applications gener-
ally need robust, large coverage and two-way communications over power networks. For the
in-vehicle communications network scenario, the PLC provides the communications channels
for device command, control signals and multimedia serviced stribution between the central
control module and the target parts in vehicle without extracommunications facilities.
According to the above the statement of PLC application scenarios and the characteristics of the
PLC channel, to implement those applications is a challenging task. The main challenges come
from the aspects of capacity and coverage. The capacity requirement is pushed by high data
rate applications such as Internet Access, IPTV and in-homeent rtainment. Nowadays, with
the growth of video on demand, VoIP and online gaming services, Internet Access becomes
even higher data rate scenario. For the in-home entertainment sc nario, for instance HDTV can
be up to 24 Mbps for a single stream. Thus, in order to guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS)
of the these applications, PLC must provide enough data transmission capacity. As we know
that the PLC channel suffers from both selective fading and inherently colored noise which
limit the transmission distance. But in some scenario as shown in [78] the PLC devices may
be located far from the data source or Centre Coordinator (CCo), especially in the Smart Grid
scenario. Thus, to cover all the PLC devices in the power gridbecomes another major challenge
in PLC networks.
With the development of the new communications technologies such as channel coding, multi-
carrier modulation, and radio resource allocations, the high speed data transmission over pow-
erline has became possible, But the considering the diversecommunications requirement in
future, still some effort need to be done on PLC. In order to make PLC adapting to more appli-
cations, we study the concept of relays which has been extensively tudied and proved helpful
in increasing the network coverage and system capacity in the wireless channel environment in
the power grid environment. In fact there are some physical loc tions, for example the deviation
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box, transfer station, or even an unoccupied power socket onthe wall, have potential to place a
relay nodes in the power grid. In the wireless environment, the relay is often used for achieving
the diversity gain in the radio channels. Unlike the wireless transmission environment, relays
may not help in obtaining diversity gain due to the fact that te channels in PLC networks are
not fully independent. But considering the frequency selectiv fading of PLC channel, the relay
node has the potential to made up the data rate loss which is caused by the deep fading on the
source to destination node link by exploiting the good channel conditions of the source to relay
link and the relay to destination link. Thus, with the relay node and a proper bit allocation
mechanism, the relay aided PLC network can support higher data transmission rate compared
with direct data transmission. Another potential benefit brought by relays in PLC is that they
can enhance the attenuated signal which has experienced long istance propagation. As stated
above, the signal in PLC channel suffers high attenuation with transmission distance. In order
to reach every possible PLC devices which may located far from the data source, placing some
relay nodes to repeat attenuated signal is a possible solution to meet the challenge. A relay




Figure 2.6: Relay nodes location in PLC network
a PLC device A which can not successfully transmit data to device B in a certain data rate due
to the distance or fading problems, the nodes between these two devices, for example, outlet
C, SP, DB2 or DB5, are all potential relay node to help A forward the data to B. With the help
from the relay node, the transmission capability is extended.
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2.3.1 Performance Evaluation Methodology
In this section, the methodology used for evaluating the performance in the relay protocols is
explained. The methodologies introduced below are based onthe frequency selective channel
of PLC.
2.3.1.1 Discrete Multitone Method
The nature of discrete multi-tone (DMT) is to use a discrete value to demonstrate the continuous
channel gain on each expected sub-carrier. By doing so, the whole bandwidth is divided into
a group of subchannels, and the data can be allocated to the eac subchannel according to
the signal to noise ratio of this subchannel. Thus, a subchannel with a better channel gain
can be fully utilised and a subchannel with worse conditionscan have a lower data rate or
be avoided totally if the error rate is too high. The following Figure 2.7 is an example of
how DMT is applied: From the Figure 2.7, we can see that the modulation pattern on each

























Figure 2.7: Example of DMT in frequency selective fading channel
subchannel can be adjusted according to the channel condition. This mechanism provides high
flexibility for the channel with varying frequency characteristics, for example the frequency
selective powerline communications channel. Combining with the multi-carrier modulation




2.3.1.2 Shannon Capacity for DMT System
As defined in [79] and used universally, the Shannon-Hartleyth orem is used for evaluating the
upper bound of capacity of communications system:







where,W is the bandwidth of the channel measured in Hz,S andN are the signal and noise
power measured in watts, whileC denotes the upper bound on the data transmission capacity of
the channel which is measured in bits/s. Also, the theorem isdeduced based on the assumption
that additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is present at the rec iver. In some cases, the noise
power is replaced by the spectrum power densityNo. Thus, equation (2.2) can be rewritten as:
C = W log2
(
1 +




where,P is transmitting power,| H | is the channel gain,No is the noise power spectrum
density (PSD) andW is the bandwidth of expecting system.
But the above equations are not accurate enough to describe the channels with significant fre-
quency varying characteristics and coloured noise which are two significant condition in PLC
channels. As a frequency selective fading channel, it is hard to use a single| H | to indicate
the channel characteristics over the whole frequency range. Also, a single parameterNo is not
enough to describe the coloured background noise in PLC network. Thus, for the frequency
selective channel, we can divide the the bandwidth intoN subcarriers. Then, the achievable













where,Pn, hn andNon are the PSD of the transmitter, channel gain and PSD of the noise on
thenth subcarrier.
2.3.1.3 The Achievable Data in Practice
In the last section, the Shannon capacity of the DMT system isgiven. But the in practice, the
achievable data rate can not reach the upper boundary due to aseries of the facts which will
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cause information rate loss. The facts includes redundant bit introduced by channel coding,
the noise induced by the channel estimation, the synchronisation overhead which is used for
improving the link robustness and the bit error rate performance. Due to these facts, the factor













From the statement in [80], for the uncoded modulation system, he achievable spectrum effi-
ciency is often 10dB less than the Shannon capacity. If convolution code is applied, the perfor-
mance will be improved by 7 to 8dB. Thus, here we make the assumption that a lossΓ = 3dB
is reasonable for practice.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, the general history, current standardisation and the challenges of the powerline
communications are described. An obvious conclusion from the above discussion is that the
PLC will be an important candidate for the Smart Grid, in-home communication and Internet
access. But, for the purpose of deploying a satisfactory PLCnetwork for these scenarios,
some challenges need to be resolved. The first issue is the channel modelling method which
can express the statistical characteristics of PLC channels i some particular scenario. This
kind of channel model will be helpful for the performance evaluation of the communications
technologies in a universal channel environment rather than for one or two specific networks.
Since the application scenarios of PLC are diverse, it is necessary to find a solution the to make
PLC more adaptive for diversity of networks. Among the current data transmission methods,
relays represent as one promising data forwarding scheme that can help increasing data rate and
enlarge network coverage. In the following chapters, the traditional channel modelling methods
are reviewed and compared, and a new statistical channel model is developed for PLC networks.
Also, a series of the relay protocols are proposed and investigated in the PLC environment.
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Channel and Noise Modelling
Generally, two fundamental points are often investigated in research on a certain digital com-
munications system: characteristics of the data transmission media and features of data trans-
mission environment which can be identified as channel and noise respectively. As mentioned
in the previous chapter, the PLC channel presents significant frequency selective fading char-
acteristics. The reason for this phenomenon is multipath signal propagation. Multipath prop-
agation directly lead to a PLC channel modelling method. In this ype of channel modelling,
the focus is describing the signal propagation behaviour ina tree type PLC network, and con-
sidering the overall channel as sum of multiple delayed paths. Another important approach
investigates the channel features by dividing the whole network into the basic segments and
computes the frequency domain transfer function of each segment based on transmission line
theory. Thus, the transfer characteristics of the overall network can be considered as a series of
cascaded segments. Besides the channel characteristics, the noise environment in power grid
is different form the other communications medias. Unlike th additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) used in much communications research, the noise in the PLC network, often appears
as a combination of slow varying colour background noise andf st changing impulse noise.
The transmission environment which includes the channel and noise characteristics is the foun-
dation of the communications technology research over powerline networks. Some work has
been done to model the power cable as communication channel in diverse network situations
with various types of cables and different topology. Thoughthese modelling results from dif-
ferent methods indicate the similarities on frequency selectiv fading and attenuation, there is
no sign that these models lead to consistent channel modelling results. Thus, in this chapter,
two main modelling methods are investigated and implemented to demonstrate consistency in
the modelling results. The modelled channel model and the imple ented noise model forms
the foundation for other research on powerline communications n the later chapters.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: first, the literau e review of the PLC channel mod-
elling research is given in Section 3.1. Then, the multipathmodel method and transmission
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line theory model are introduced in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 respectively. In Section 3.4 the
implementation result of the channel models are given and compared. In Section 3.5 the noise
categories and approaching method for each category are demonstrated. At last, the conclusions
of this chapter are given in Section 3.6.
3.1 Channel Characteristics and Model Review
In the beginning of this chapter the channel characteristics of the powerline communications
and a literature review of the current channel modelling methods for PLC networks are de-
scribed. The advantages and the limitations of each modelling method are also discussed. The
scope of the communications channels over power cable invest gated in this work is from 1.6
Hz up to 30 MHz which is the broadband channel in many researchand standards.
For the PLC channels within frequency range, the multipath propagation characteristics and
the signal attenuation are two obvious characteristics anddescribed in many papers. In some
other communications systems, especially wireless systems, the channel characteristics that
vary over time are also an important topic. In PLC networks, the channel may stay stationary
for comparably long time. Thus variability of the channel with time is not a significant topic in
the literature as well as in this work.
Multipath Propagation Multipath propagation, known as the frequency selective fading in
the frequency domain, in PLC networks is caused by reflected signal which result from
impedance mismatch in the complex PLC networks. In [18], a simple PLC network is
described to demonstrate the multipath propagation. Due tothe existence of splitting
during the signal propagation and the impedance mismatch ont e end of the branch,
some reflected signal from the branch end will arrive at the rec iv r with a time delay.
Thus, a multipath propagation is formed. In [18], a mathematical channel model is also
developed for a simple PLC network. In [81], the influence of the branch load impedance,
length are discussed in detail, which will impact the strength and delay time of the paths.
Attenuation Besides multipath propagation, the other important property of the PLC channel
is the attenuation. As described out in [18], the signal magnitude with attenuate with the
propagating distance and frequency increasing. As described in [18], the signal atten-
uation is caused by the real part of the propagation constantwhich is controlled by the
primary cable parameters such as resistance, conductance,capacitance and inductance.
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All off these parameters are determined by the conductor, outer insulating materials and
the geometry of the cable. Of course, the signal attenuationpresents different characteris-
tics at different frequencies since the resistance, conductance, capacitance and inductance
are functions of frequency.
Time Variation The effect of time variation is not a significant objective ofthis work. Since
the channel amplitude deeply depends on the network topology which will not change
as frequently as the wireless channel, the channel state is likely to remain stationary for
long time duration - seconds even minutes. But there are somepap rs investigating PLC
channel time variation. The time variation of the PLC channel is mainly caused by the
connected appliances which have synchronously load with the mains voltage and periodic
change of the mains voltage, which is described in [82], [83]and [84] and called linear
periodically time-varying (LPTV). The time variation is out of the scope of this thesis
since it is not the major fact that impacts performance.
To model the powerline cable as the a broadband communications channel that presents the
above characteristics, some modelling methods have been proposed in the years. The proposed
channel modelling methods can be classified into three main categories: the multipath model,
the transmission line theory (TLT) model and the statistical model. For the broadband commu-
nications scenario, the multipath model is first proposed tomodelling the PLC channel. The
most widely referred multipath modelling methods is proposed by Zimmerman and Dostert in
[18] and [77]. In the proposed multipath model, the channel transfer function is considered as
the summation of the selected paths with corresponding weight factors and propagation delays
for each path. The path weight factors and propagation delays are determined by the network
properties facts such as cable type, network topology and impedance load. In [18] and [77], the
weight factor and delay for the selected paths are obtained through the analysing a large set of
measurements. If the any of the network properties change, for xample the network topology,
the parameters for the multipath model would need to be recalculated. Then, Ding proposed a
matrix based calculation method for the multipath model in [85]. In Ding’s model, a universal
calculation process is built by introducing a matrix which is used to demonstrated the topology
of the PLC network, and changes on topology can be easily repres nted in the topology matrix.
This mathod is introduced and implemented in the later section of this chapter.
In order to build a flexible channel model for powerline communications, another the modelling
method is developed according to the transmission line theory. Meng and Galli proposed their
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own TLT models in [68], [69], [86], [87] and [88] respectively. The key point of the TLT
model are is to evaluate the channel transfer function in frequency domain. To calculate the
transfer function of the whole network, the transfer function of the basic network unit, the cable
segment, should be known first. Based on the knowledge of the cable geometry properties,
namely the electrical characteristics of the conductor anddielectric, the transfer function of the
cable segment can be calculated by considering the cable segment as a 2-Port Network (2PN).
In Meng’s model [69], the impact of realistic appliance impedance is considered during the
transfer function calculation of every single cable segment. In Galli’s model [68], the impact
of grounding in transformer which usually appears in PLC networks is taken into account. To
extend the application of the TLT model, the Chain Rule is introduced to connect all the cable
segments to form the whole network. In theory, the transfer function of any PLC network
with arbitrary topologies can be computed if the cable electrical characteristics are known, but
the precise calculation process for different topologies varies a lot from case to case. Thus
to calculate the transfer functions for networks with a complex topology or a time varying
topology becomes a time-consuming process.
The multipath model and TLT model perform well to evaluate thfrequency selective fading
and the attenuation properties of the PLC channel. However,th literature considers many
different PLC network environments with a variety of cable types and network topologies. For
example, Dostert’s multipath model is built for low power distribution networks with NAYY
cable in Germany. In Galli’s TLT model, the NM-B 14/2 and AWG series cables are involved.
In Meng’s work, a typical house wiring cable from Singapore is used, but the cable type is
not clearly indicated. Besides the different cable types, the electrical parameters for a given
cable are difficult to determine in the high frequency band since the cables are designed for
the low frequency high voltage usage. Due to the above differences, it is very difficult to
verify the consistency of the proposed models. When considering the use of these channel
models in future research, both the multipath and TLT modelshave drawbacks. For example,
it is impossible to model the networks with complex topologywithout measurements, even
the example given in [18] and [77] may not be applicable if thet topology changes or the
cable type is switched. The TLT model also deeply depends on the etwork topology, thus, the
flexibility of the model is reduced.
To build a reference for the later research reported in this te is, the multipath model and
TLT are implemented and verified first. Then a set of parameters are found to maintain the
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consistency of two models. Some detailed discussions of theTLT model are also provided. To
avoid the drawbacks of the multipath and TLT model, another category of modelling methods
which are based on the statistical properties of the channelhave been proposed recently. A new
statistical channel model will be discussed in detail in thenext chapter.
3.2 Multipath Modelling Method
To model the PLC channel, Dostert first proposed a widely usedm thod based on the multipath
propagation characteristics in [18] and [77]. However, when the network topology becomes
complex, it will be difficult to extract the correct weight factors and simulate all the paths in
Dostert’s model. In [85] Ding developed a systematic multipath modelling method to adapt
the complex topology by integrating the signal reflection and propagation effects in one matrix.
The infinite signal reflection feature is also captured in [85] by using an iterative algorithm.
3.2.1 Basic Multi Path Modelling
Here a simple T-Type PLC network is used to demonstrate the basic multipath modelling
method. The topology is shown as follows, As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the receive signal
at terminalC is a combination of the direct signal fromA and the reflected signals fromB. The
signals arrive atC with different time delays, thus, the transmission featureof PLC network
presents a multipath channel which is often also seen in wireless communications. The signal
Figure 3.1: A Typical T-Type PLC network Topology
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propagation paths for the T-Type network thus can be writtenas:
Path0 : A → B → C
Path1 : A → B → D → B → C
Path2 : A → B → D → B → D → B → C
Path3 : A → B → D → . . . B → C
PathN : etc.
Theoretically, the number of reflection paths should be infinite. Thus, as introduced in [18] the




ϕi · A(f, di) · e−j2πfti (3.1)
where,ϕi, di andti are the weight factor, the propagation distance and the propagation delay of
the ith path respectively. The functionA(f, di) indicates the attenuation caused by the losses
of the cable.ti =
di
vp
, wherevp is the electromagnetic wave velocity in the cable.
As stated in [77], the attenuationA(f, di) of the PLC channel is affected by the propagation
distance and the frequency. Intuitively, the attenuation will increase with the both distance and



















are the resistance, inductance, conductance and capacitance of the




are determined by the cable’s geometrical characteristicsand
some material properties. As a digital communications medium, we mainly consider the fre-
quency band in the megahertz range, from 1.6 to 30 MHz, thus,R
′
is determined by the skin
effect and proportional to is
√
f . The conductanceG
′
is an indicator of the dissipation factor
of the cable dielectric material, in most cases PVC, which propo tional tof . In the frequency
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range of interest, we usually haveR
′ ≪ ωL′ andG′ ≪ ωC ′ . Thus, the complex propagation
constantγ can be determined using the simplified expression:
γ = k1
√
f + k2f + jk3f (3.4)
the constantsk1, k2 andk3 summarise the material and geometry properties, are determin d by
the material of the cable. Here, we use the attenuation factor α(f) to express the first two terms
in (3.4) which increase with frequency. The relation between α(f) andf can be proportional
to
√
f or f , and this depends on whetherk1 or k2 is dominant according to:
α(f) = a0 + a1 · fk (3.5)
where, the value ofk is between0.5 and1. Therefore, the attenuationA(f, di) in (3.1) can be
written as:
A(f, di) = e
−α(f)·d = e−(a0+a1·f
k)·d (3.6)
According to [18], the parametersa0, a1 andk cannot easily be extracted from the cable pa-
rameters because it is difficult to summarise all the necessary cable and geometry data for a real
network. However, their value can be derived from measured transfer functions. In chapter 4,
the calculation method and result of these two parameters isintroduced..





k)di · e−j2πf(ti) (3.7)
In (3.7) the path number isN instead of infinity in (3.1) because only a paths with significant
amplitudes are retained in this model. The path numberN , weight factorϕi, attenuation factor
a0 anda1, exponentialk andti can be derived based on measurement data.
3.2.2 Extended Multipath Modelling
Basic multipath modelling can accurately construct the transfer function if the parameters for
(3.7) can be precisely extracted from the measurement data.Otherwise the propagation paths
need to be found and evaluated individually, which becomes very computationally demanding
in a large scale network or network with a complex topology. Ding then proposed an approach
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in [85] by performing recursive matrix operations rather than systematic management of mul-
tipath branches of a PLC network. The channel response between arbitrary terminal pairs in
the network can be obtained by Ding’s approach. The channel transfer calculation method
introduced in section 3.2.2 is based upon [85]. A typical complex PLC topology is given in



























Figure 3.2: A example of complex PLC network topology
ble, each cable segment in Figure 3.2 is labelled by 2 directional segments. Thus the paths for
theTx → Rx link can be represented by the directional segments:
path0 : 1 → 5 → 7
path1 : 1 → 2 → 1 → 5 → 7
path2 : 1 → 5 → 7 → 8 → 7
path3 : 1 → 2 → 4 → 5 → 7
pathN : etc.
The transmission function for a given directional segment can be written as (3.2). Thus, the
transmission characteristics can be demonstrated as the following Figure 3.3: aji andakj in
Figure 3.3 represent either a reflection or a transmission coeffi ient for thei → j andj → k
links respectively. In this scenario, we consider the transfer function between 2 terminals in
network based on the directional segments that connect withthe terminals or the directional
segment passed by the signal propagation path. Except for the special case of direct transmis-
sion without any junction present, the transmission path will at least cover at least 2 directional
segments. Thus, the transfer function for the propagation path which covers 2 segments is
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−γm0 (f)lm0 · am0n0e−γn0 (f)ln0 ≈ τm0am0n0e−γ(f)(lm0 +ln0 ) (3.8)
where,τm0 denotes the transmission coefficient at the junction of the second directional seg-
mentm0. andam0n0 denotes the transmission coefficient between the first directional segment











−γ(f)(lm0 +li+ln0 ) (3.9)
The reason for using a summation form in (3.9) is that there may not be only one path from seg-
mentn0 to segmentm0 they may pass another segment. All the possible directionalsegments
are represented by the variablei in (3.9). Also the condition for the validity of the approxima-
tion in (3.8) and (3.9) is that the cables in the network have the same insulating material, which
is applicable in this work. Thus, the we can consider thatγn0(f) = γm0(f) = γli(f). Based
on the above description, the transfer function for the paths that cover the(k + 2) directional









τm0am0iK aiK iK−1 · · · ai2i1ai1n0e−γ(f)(lm0 +liK +liK−1+···+li1+ln0 ) (3.10)
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whereHi(f) is the transfer function of the path which traversesi + 2 directional segments. In
order to implement the above process systematically, a numerical method is proposed in [85].
The method can be divided into 2 stages in general:Initialisation andRecursion.
Initialisation The main task for the initialisation stage is to obtain the transmission/reflection
coefficient matrixA. Assume there areN2 segments withN corresponding directional




a11 a12 · · · a1N









each row and column in (3.12) correspond to a directional segment. If a reflection occurs
at a particular transition point from directional segmenti to j, the correspondingaji in
A will be filled with a reflection coefficient, while if a transmission takes place, the entry
will be filled with a transmission coefficient. In the case that two directional segments
are not connected directly, or connected but with opposite directions, the entry will be
set to 0. Further, all the diagonal entries ofA are set to 0. In order to computeA, two




lT1C1 lT1C2 · · · lT1CQ









whereTi andCi indicate the terminal nodes and internal nodes respectively as shown in
the Figure 3.2. The entrylTiCj is the length of the directional segmentTiCj, if Ti andCj
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whereZCT = ZTTC. The entryZTiCj in ZTC denotes the characteristic impedance
of the cableTiCj if segmenti andj are connected and have consistent direction. The
entryZCiCj in ZCC denotes the characteristic impedance of the cableCiCj if segment
i andj are connected and have consistent direction. For the non-con e ted directional

































where,xi andyi are the row and column indices of the nonzero element inLTC. The
reason to repeatl
′
i is that each cable segment corresponds to two directional segments.
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The entries in the first column ofUU can be assumed to be the end point index of the
directional segment, while the entries in the second columnindicate the starting point
index. Thus, each row presents a directional segment. If theend point index of a direc-
tional segment equals the starting index of another directional segment, we can consider
that these 2 directional segments are directly connected. By comparing all the end points
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The value ofllji is 1 if there is a direct connection from directional segmenti to direc-
tional segmentj, 0 otherwise. When observing theith row of theUU, if there is only 1
nonzero entry inxith row of LTC, it means that thexith directional segment heads to a
terminal, and the transmission coefficientτxiyi can be calculated by using:




where,ZL is the terminal load andZo is the characteristic impedance of this directional
segment. If there are more then 1 nonzero entries inxith row of LTC, it means that the
xith directional segment heads to a internal node. The transmission coefficient of this
directional segment can also be calculated by (3.21). However,ZL is the total impedance
resulting from the shunt connection of all nonzero impedance that appear in thexith
row of LTC. By repeating the above process from thex1th to xN th row of UU, the




can be evaluated and the
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= LL · T (3.23)
By observing Figure 3.2 and equation (3.18), directional segm nts with adjacent indices
only involve signal reflection rather than transmission. Thus the entries with indices as
(i, i + 1) and(i + 1, i) in A
′
, should be replaced by reflection coefficients by using the
following relation:
ρ = τ − 1 (3.24)
After the replacement operation forA
′
, the transmission/reflection-coefficient (TRC)
matrixA is obtained.
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The propagation constantγ will in general vary with increasing frequency. Thus, for
different frequency pointsfxi , a different matrixD(fxi) is obtained for demonstrating
the transfer function of a given segment. Joint consideringthe TRC matrixA, theP
matrix on frequency sampling pointfx is written as:
P(fx) = A · D(fx) (3.26)
Assume that the starting directional segment is0 and the end directional segment ism0,
then define then0th column of the matrixP(fx) asV0(fx). Thus the matrixH0(fx) in
(3.11) can be obtained by multiplyingτm0e
−γ(fx)lm0 with m0th entry ofV0(fx). Then,
the recursive process begins as (3.27) to (3.29):
Vk(fx) = P(fx) ·Vk−1(fx) (3.27)
Hk(fx) = τm0e
−γ(fx)lm0 · Vk(fx)(m0, n0) (3.28)
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Ĥk(fx) = Ĥk−1(fx) + Hk(fx) (3.29)
It can be found that, the magnitude ofHk(fx) will decrease as the recursion processes.
Thus, the convergence condition for the recursive process is given by:
0 <| Hk(fx) |< ε | Ĥk−1(fx) | (3.30)
where,ε is a small positive fraction. Following the aboveInitialisation andRecursion
process, the transfer function at a certain frequency sampling oint can be computed. By
changing the frequency used in the above process, the transfe function for the whole
frequency band can be obtained.
3.3 Transmission line theory Modelling Method
Another important PLC channel modelling category which is ba ed on transmission line theory
is introduced in [68] and [69]. For the TLT modelling method,the network in disassembled into
basic segments. The frequency transfer function for each segment can be achieved by TLT. The
transfer function for the whole network can then be obtainedby using the Chain Rule (CR).
Considering the simple T-Type topology PLC network shown inFigure 3.1, the whole network
is composed of three cable segments:AB, BD andBC. Each cable segment can be modelled
as a 2-port-network (2PN) as shown in Figure 3.4: the relations between the inputs and outputs
Figure 3.4: An example of 2PN of a segment




















where,Tf is called the transmission matrix. The discussion of A, B, C and D is out of the scale
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of this paper, the calculation method is given in this chapter lat r. A, B, C and D are functions
of frequency. Then, the transfer function of this segment cabe written as:
H(f) =
ZL
AZL + B + CZSZL + DZS
(3.32)
According to the transmission line theory, theA, B, C andD coefficients in (3.31) and (3.32)
are expressed as:
A = D = cosh γl
B = Zo sinh γl
C = 1Zo sinh γl
(3.33)
where,γ andZo are the propagation constant and the characteristic impedanc of the cable and























by the the cable geometry and material properties. The calculation of these parameters is shown
in Appendix A.
As can be seen from Figure 3.1, segmentBD is shunted rather than cascaded on the network.









where,Zin = AC . After the transformation, the network above can be considered as a series of
cascaded segments. After applying Chain Rule (CR), the transmission matrix for the complete







where,Tif (f) is the transmission function of theith segment. Note that all the shunted seg-
ments here have been transformed by (3.35). Based on the transfe matrixT(f) achieved in
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i 1 2 3 4
ϕi 0.64 0.38 -0.15 0.05
di/m 200 224 248 272
Table 3.1: Weight factors and propagation distances for a 4-path model
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
ϕi 0.54 0.275 -0.15 0.08 -0.03 -0.02
di/m 200 224 248 272 296 540
Table 3.2: Weight factors and propagation distances for a 6-path model
(3.36), the overall transfer function for the whole networkcan be obtained according to (3.32).
3.4 Modelling Results and Discussion
In this section, modelling results are obtained according to the multipath model and TLT model
introduced above. As mentioned before, the modelling methods in the references are developed
with a variety of PLC networks environment and cables as shown in [77], [68], [85] and [90].
To prove the consistency of PLC channel modelling, the same network topology and cable type
are used for both methods. The calculation results based on two different methods should then
be consistent.
3.4.1 Modeling Results and Consistency
The network topology used in this work based on the describedin [18] and [77]. TheAB
segment has a length of 30 m, theBC segment has length of 170 m and theBD segment is 12
m long with an open load. The AB and BC segments are NAYY 150 cable nd theBD segment
is NAYY35 cable. Also, the load on socketD is infinity which means it is open load. The cable
properties can be found in Appendix A. There are 2 parameter sts given for this topology
in [18] and [77] for the 4-path model and 6-path model respectiv ly, that can be applied in
equation (3.7).
For the 4-path modelk = 1, a0 = 0, a1 = 7.8 · 10(−10)s/m while k = 1, a0 = −2.1 · 10(−3),
a1 = 8.1 · 10(−10)s/m for the 6-path model.
Figure 3.5 shows the results together with the transmissionline theory model result for the test
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topology: .





















Transmission line Theory Model
Multipath Model 4 Path
Multipath Model 6 Path
Figure 3.5: Modelling results according to multipath model and transmision line theory model
Then, according to TLT method the segmentsAB, BC andBD can be considered as 2PNs,
where segmentAB andBC are cascaded 2PNs and segmentBD is the shunted 2PN which
should be calculated according to equation (3.35), using the cable electrical parameters in Ap-
pendix A. Assume the transmission matrix for segmentsAB, BC andBD areT1f (f) , T
2
f (f)
andT3f (f) respectively. Thus the transmission matrix for the whole network is:
T(f) = T1f (f) ·T2f (f) ·T3f (f) (3.37)
The transfer function then can be calculated by (3.32).
From Figure 3.5, we can see that the simulation results basedon the two different models show
similar attenuation features with similar frequency fading positions. An obvious difference of
the results that the TLT based result presents deeper fadingthe the multipath modelling result.
The reason for this phenomenon is that only a finite number of paths is considered in the mul-
tipath model while all the possible multipath impacts are represented in the TLT model. Since
there is only 1 fixed length branch, all the reflections will appear on the same frequency points.
Thus the severity of the fading on these frequency points will be increased. Though some
differences exist, both models demonstrate the consistenta tenuation and frequency selective
fading features in the PLC network and are thus valuable for PLC research.
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3.4.2 Impacts Facts and Discussion
After verifying the consistency of the two different models, the impact of changing the branch
structure are investigate. First, the impact of the branch length is observed. Different branch
lengths are investigated for showing the the impacts of the branch. The modelling results are
shown in Figure 3.6. These results are obtained by using the TLT model because the parameters
needed in the multipath model cannot be extracted without measur ment data. This is a signif-
icant limitation of the multipath model. From Figure 3.6, wecan see that a longer branch will
result is more rapid fading notches which can be clearly seenin the frequency domain transfer
functions. The explanation of this phenomenon is that for the longer branches, the reflected
signal requires more time to arrive the destination. In consequence, the longer interval in the
time domain appears in the frequency domain as a more frequent fadi g notch.


























































Figure 3.6: transfer functions for different branch lengths for fixed 100 m P2P distance. (a)
with 3 meters branch, (b) with 6 meters branch, (c) with 12 meters branch and (d)
with 24 meters branch
.
Besides the length of the branch, the number of branches along with the propagation will vary
in practice. Thus, transfer functions for 1, 2, 4 and 8 branches PLC topologies are investigated.
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Here, we fix the location and length of the first branch, and theot r branches are randomly
distributed between the first branch and destination with random lengths. From Figure 3.7,
when the number of branches between the two data transmission terminals is small, the transfer
function feature is dominated by the properties of the first banch such as location, length and
load. When the number of branches becomes large, the impact from other branches will alter
significantly the features caused by the first branch. As the number of the branches increases,
the frequency selective fading becomes deeper. We can see from Figure 3.7, that the deepest
fading positions are around -30 dB when there are one or two branches between that data source
and the destination. The fading level reduces to to -45 dB if there are four branches and goes
below -80 dB when the number of branches equals eight.





























































Figure 3.7: transfer functions for the PLC networks with different number of branches, (a) with
1 branch, (b) with 2 branches, (c) with 4 branches and (d) with8 branches.
.
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3.5 Noise Modelling
Besides the path loss and multipath propagation, another challenge for implementing low power
and high data rate digital communications over power grid isthe harsh transmission environ-
ment. Unlike the additional white Gaussian noise (AWGN) model used in many other commu-
nications environments, the noise situation in powerline is more complex. in [58] , five general
classes of noise are introduced:
1. Colored Background Noise:Summation of numerous low power spectral density (PSD)
noise whose parameters are slow varying. Generally the noisha a higher PSD at lower
frequencies.
2. Narrowband Interference:This arises from medium or short wave broadcasts with large
PSD value and narrow bandwidths. The PSD of the narrowband interference will vary
slowly over the duration of one day.
3. Periodic Impulsive Noise Asynchronous to the Mains Frequency: Caused by switched
power supplies, this source of interference falls in the frequency range 50 to 200 kHz,
with a discrete line spectrum.
4. Periodic Impulsive Noise Synchronous to the Mains Frequency: This source leads to a
decreasing PSD with frequency where the shot duration (often microseconds) is caused
by switching rectifier diodes
5. Asynchronous Impulsive Noise:Caused by switching transients in the network. The
impulses have durations of some microseconds up to a few milliseconds with a random
occurrence. The power level of this type of noise can instantaneously reach values of
more than 50 dB above the background noise.
Among the above noise types, Class 1 and Class 2 vary slowly over time. Thus in this thesis,
they are recognised as background noise. The other three nois s urces change rapidly are
regarded as impulse noise. The noise Class 3 and Class 4 typeshav a comparably constant
impact on the network performance. Thus, this work only investigates Class 5 which is the
major source of impulse noise and causes the varable impact on the performance.
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3.5.1 Background Noise Modelling
In [91] and [92], the background noise power spectrum density (PSD) without narrowband in-
terference for residential and industrial environments are given. The narrowband noise density
and amplitude for 2 environments in the spectrum of the interest is also given in [91]. Meng in
[93] points out that the amplitude of the background noise inPLC can be described by the Nak-
agami distribution. Rather than separately considering the low power background noise and
narrowband interference, the two noise source are jointly ivestigated in Meng’s model. Dirk
proposed a synthesis method to simulate the background noise in [94] which is used inn our
work. The synthesis method is to make a white Gaussian noise(WGN) sequence pass through
a coloured filter. The transfer function of the filter is determined by the PSD of the background
noise. The PSD of the background noise which integrates the low power noise and narrowband
noise is given in the following formula:
















As can be seen from (3.38) three parameters(N0,N1, f1) specify the background noise and
four parameters(Ak, f(0,k), Bk,N) control the narrow band interference in this model. The
probability distribution functions(PDFs) of these seven parameters and the parameters distri-
bution for PDFs under different scenarios are given in [94].
3.5.2 Impulse Noise Modelling
Comparing with the frequency domain background noise modelling method, the impulse noise
modelling is typically in time domain. In [95], the Middleton’s Class A noise model which
is often used in wireless communications is used to simulateimpulse noise behaviour in PLC.
References [96] and [97] proposed models based on impulse duration and bandwidth. Zed-
dam in [98] described the impulses caused from different appli nces such as laptops, coffee
makers, TVs, and microwaves and classified the impulses based appliances type that generates
the impulses. According to [98], the impulses in the networkcan be derived based on the im-
pulse source and transfer function between the source and expect d destination. The Middleton
model in [95] is used for wireless and mobile research. Zeddam’s impulse noise model deeply
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depends on the measurement, and it is not a mature mathematical model which can be repre-
sented by a series of parameters. The impulse modelling method used in this thesis is based
upon [99].
In [99], the impulse raterimp and disturbance ratiodratio are defined to indicate the severity of










whereNimp is the number of impulses, andTwin is the observing window. To use the pre-
defined values ofrimp anddratio plus other features such as impulse widthtw,i, impulse am-
plitude and interarrival times (IAT), a method based on the Markov Chain (MC) is developed
to simulate the impulse behaviour in the PLC network. Usually, the Gilbert-Elliot approach
model is used to simulate the IAT and width of impulse events wi h two states exhibiting ex-
ponentially distributed durations. The basic idea of the modelling method is to judge whether
the next state is the impulse state or the idle state based on the current state. Based on the
assumption that the modelling is in the time domain, each state tr nsition indicates one time
domain sample. A simple 2 state transfer model can be shown inFigure 3.8. As stated in
Figure 3.8: Representation of a Markov chain with two states by a state graph
[99], the IATs and impulse width in the PLC network, often present a superposed exponential
distribution. To model such a scenario, a partitioned(n > 2) MC approach is developed in
[99]. The transition probability matrix is defined in (3.41). The entrypi,j in P is the transition
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There are a total ofn states in (3.41), wherepi,j denotes the probability of transferring from
statei to statej. In this work, there are two main states, the Idle State and the Impulse State. In
each main state there are number of sub-states to present theprobability of staying in the current
main state or transiting to the other main state. The reason for use the multiple sub-states is that
the transition probability in this situation depend on how lng it has been in impulse/idle state,
for example, when it is just jump to the impulse state, it is more like to stay in impulse states
then jump to idle state, vise verse. In order to demonstrate this characteristics, the sub-state
is used. Usually, the partitioned MC is used to demonstrate this transfer. In a partitioned MC
system, the n states are divided into 2 groups: the idle group(i = 1, 2, · · · , v) and the event
group (i = v+1, v+2, · · · , n+w), wherew = n−v. The sub-states in the idle group includes
the probabilities of staying in the idle state or transferring to the impulse state. The substates
in impulse group include the probabilities of staying in theimpulse state or transferring to idle
state. The states transition for the partitioned MC can be demonstrated as shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: Partitioned Markov chain for the representation of asynchronous impulsive noise
events
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The diagonal entries ofU denote the probabilities of staying in the idle state and theentries in
the last column denote the probabilities of transferring from the idle state to the impulse state.
The entries in the last row denote which sub-state will be in the idle state when there a state
jump from the impulse states. The meaning of the entries inG can be explained by the same
way.




















































where the diagonal matricesPU andPG denote the probabilities of the staying the current
state. MatrixPUG denotes the probabilities of which sub-state will be in the impulse state
when a state jump from the idle state to the impulse state occurs. The matrixPGU denotes the
probabilities of which sub-state will be the idle state whena state jump from the impulse state
to the idle state occurs. This is because each transition in the above MC process denotes a time
domain sampling action. Thus, when the sampling rate is changed, the probability entries inP
should be changed as well. Thus, following paragraph describes the process of how to modify
the entries if the sampling rate is changed. The reason to discuss varying the sampling rate is
that a different sampling rate may be applied in different research activities. Thus the method
for transferring the fixed sampling matrix to any other possible sampling rate is necessary.
Assume that the original sampling interval ista, and target sampling interval ist
′
a, the diagonal








The other entries should be changed follows:
p
′
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The above transforms are suitable for the situation that thedurationt50% of the signal states









(1 − pi,i) (3.51)
The other entries still follow (3.50). According to the above steps the transition probability
matrix for any sampling rateP can be computed.
3.5.3 Modelling Results and Discussion
3.5.3.1 Modelling Result for Background Noise
According to the model shown in (3.38) and the given parameters in [94], the sample back-
ground noise on PSDs for a residential and an office building can be simulated. As can be seen
from the simulation results, the background noise in PLC network decreases exponentially up
to 5 MHz. Above this frequency the noise floor is approximately flat. Narrowband interference
appears, all over the whole frequency band, but with a higherdensity in the low frequency band,
for example the frequency band which is lower then 10 MHz.












































Figure 3.10: The sample PSDs of PLC background noise in residential and office building
3.5.3.2 Modelling Result for Impulse Noise
The situation for impulse noise is more complex than the background noise. It is difficult to
extract the entries for the transition probability matrix.Thus, a seven state partitioned MC chain
model with an 80µs sampling interval which is used in [99] is applied here to simulate impulse
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Figure 3.11: CPDFs of the the IAT and impulse width for PLC network
noise in a PLC network. The complementary probability distribu ion function (CPDF) of the
IAT and impulse width are given. The CPDF denotes the probability P of a random variableX
exceeding a valuex: cpf(x) = P (X > x). The theoretical CPDFs for IAT and impulse width
are:
fIAT (k) = 1 for k = 0 (3.52)
fIAT (k) =
∑v
j=1 uv+1,j · ukj,j for k = 1, 2, ... (3.53)
and
fw(k) = 1 for k = 0 (3.54)
fw(k) =
∑w
j=1 gw+1,j · gkj,j for k = 1, 2, ... (3.55)
From the result, we can see that the simulated IAT and impulsewidth of the impulse noise fit the
theory analysis, especially when the duration is short. Thediff rence between the simulation
result and theory become larger because of the limitation ofthe simulation time. Another
important character of the impulse noise in PLC is the amplitude. The amplitude of the impulse
noise is described as exponential distribution in [95]. Also, according to the measurement in
[99], more than 90% of the amplitudes of the detected impulses were less than 200 mV, less than
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Figure 3.12: An example of the impulse noise in the time domain
1% amplitudes of the detected larger than 2 V. Based on the above description, an exponential
distribution with parameterλ = 1.164 is used to compute the amplitude of each impulse. A
time series for the impulse noise is given in Figure 3.12.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, the basic environment and channel characteristics for digital data transmission
over powerlines are introduced. Modelling methods for the PLC channel and noise are fully
reviewed. The consistency of the simulation results of thiswork shows that both multipath
model and transmission line can present the expected attenuio and frequency selective fading
behaviour of the PLC channel. However, both channel models have their limitations. The
multipath model describes the signal propagation behaviour but it is difficult to select the path
weight and delay without a significant field measurement campaign. Also it is difficult to
fit precisely the large number of paths required for the networks with complex topologies.
The transmission line theory model is more flexible for different network topologies, but it
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Applications
As described in the last chapter, both transmission line channel model and multipath channel
model have limitations. Thus, the statistical channel model for PLC network draws attention
of many researchers recent years. Generally, dependence ontop logy is exempted in statisti-
cal channel models, since the statistics characteristics are extracted from tremendous channels
based on variety of topologies. In [100] Zeddam reconstructs the channel transfer function
by using extracted statistical features of peak/notch distribution, phased model and attenuation
pattern in frequency domain, proposed a frequency domain sttistics model for PLC network
up to 100 MHz. Tonnelo in [90] submitted a random topology model to fit the EU in-home
PLC environment. Based on the topology, statistical channel parameters such as average chan-
nel gain (ACG), root-mean-square (RMS-DS), path loss on time domain are found. In [71],
Galli points out that the channel attenuation and RMS-DS of in-door PLC channels are corre-
lated lognormal random variable. Also, two-tap statistical model by setting the amplitude and
spread delay for two channel tap following the ACG and RMS-DSdistribution is proposed in
[71] for US PLC links. Also, the relation between geometrical distance and channel statistical
characteristics is studied in [101]. In [102], a statistical hannel model is proposed binary tree
network topology and a clear statistical load modelling is also proposed in this paper. But the
statistics models above still cannot precisely describe the path properties, such as magnitude,
delay, phase, and path interval. Thus, the multipath properties are investigated and channel can
be modelled according to the extracted properties in this work.
This chapter is organised as following: Section 4.2 described the PLC channel feature on time
domain and the proposed methodology. The applications on communications theory approach
for PLC and correlative impulse noise modelling based on proposed statistical model are intro-
duced in 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
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4.1 Network Topology and Transfer Function
In order to capture the signal propagation behaviour characteristics of a large number of PLC
network, a randomly generated networks topology is used. Insome paper such as [6], [85]
and [90], the tree type topology of the PLC network for both in-door and wide area network
have been described. The PLC network can be considered as a series of branches connected by
backbone cables. There may be sub-branches spreading out. Ntice that all the sub-branches
can be merged into the corresponding connected branch according to the impedance carry-back
method in [90]. Thus the PLC network can be considered equivalent to the topology shown in
Fig. 4.1 which consists of backbone cables and branches. Thecomponents and configuration
of the network topology are described as follows:
Figure 4.1: An example of complex network topology
• Components:From Fig. 4.1 three components, namely cables, outlet (circles) and junc-
tions (squares) are used to form a PLC network. Cables are used to connect the outlets
and junctions. In this paper, the cable types NAYY35 and NAYY150, which are widely
used for indoor power distribution are used for outlet-junction and inter-junction connec-
tions respectively. The junctions can be a derivation box inpractice. The outlets can be
an open circuit power socket or a socket plugged with an applince. Reflection signals
occur at terminals with open sockets or mismatched appliances.
• Branch density: In powerline networks, the branch density may vary in different sce-
narios. A random branch density which yields aρ = 5 Poisson distribution is applied for
indicating the amount of the branches during a given transmis ion distance, 100 meters
in this discussion. This is comparable low branch density for the purpose of extracting
the precise statistical path properties from recognisablepaths in the time domain.
• Branch location: For a given transmission distance and number of branches, branches
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being uniformly distributed along the transmission path isa reasonable assumption which
is also used in [90].
• Branch length: In [90] three connection types are described. For each connetio type,
the Probability Density Function (PDF) of branch length is given as function of the side
length of the cell in building. In this paper, the branch length is generated according the
PDFs in [90] with a maximum side length of up to 20m.
• Terminal load: To approach a realistic scenario, half of the terminals are rndomly set to
open circuit. For the remaining sockets, the impedance are randomly allocated a discrete
value between 5 Ohms to 200 Ohms with a 5 Ohm interval. Similarassumptions can be
also found in [85] and [90].
As described in Chapter 3, the PLC channel is typical multipath propagation channel. The
number of reflection paths can be infinite in theory. Thus the channel impulse response for the




Ii · Ai(t, Ti) (4.1)
where,Ii, Ai(t, Ti) are the magnitude and pulse shape of thei path respectively.
For the parameters in (4.1),Ii is impacted by the propagation constant and reflection coeffi-
cients of the junctions and branch terminations. When the network topology becomes complex,
and the load impedance are random, it becomes very difficult to evaluate these parameters for
each path. Thus, the statistical features of the channel arev luated in the later parts of this pa-




where,di is the propagation distance ofith path andvp is the signal propagation velocity in the
power cable which is determined by the dielectric constant of the insulating material. In order
to model channel according to (4.1), the following parameter - path magnitude, path interval
and cable loss should be figured out.
In order to obtain these targets, a criterion is used to select th path. Theoretically speaking,
there should be infinitely paths in a single multipath channel impulse response. In order to
extract the path features, herein only paths with a magnitude which is larger than a certain
threshold (20dB below the maximum peak magnitude, shown as Fig. 4.2 b.) are retained for
analysis. This criterion is also used in [91]. In the investiga ion, the channel categorising
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a. Frequency Domain Transfer Function
















b. Time Domain Impulse Response
Threshold of peak selection
20dB below the maximum peak
Figure 4.2: An example of channel transfer function against the frequency and impulse re-
sponse against the time domain sampling index, with 100 m transmission distance
methods is proposed according to the magnitude of the first arrival path. Then, the other features
are considered in each category. Base on the extracted channel features, the synthesis and
verifying results are given in this section. In the following sections, the channel feature for
the fixed distance transmission channel is investigated, then extends to the varying distance
transmission.
4.2 Statistical Channel Modelling
4.2.1 Channel Statistical Feature for Fixed Distance Channel
In this section, the channel characteristics are analysed for the fix distance (set to 100 meters
here) transmission. Some important multipath channel parameters are investigated, such as
number of paths, path magnitude and path interval. The conclusion of fix distance will be the
basis for the arbitrary distance PLC channel modelling. In the following parts, the time domain
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4.2.1.1 Channel Classification
By observing a group of 100 meter fixed distance transmissionPLC channels, a step change
can be found in the magnitudes of the first arrival paths. As animportant reference parameter
in the multipath channel, the number of the path in a given channel is also investigated in term
of the corresponding first arrival path magnitude. The result in Figure 4.3 is extracted from the

































The relation between the number of path and path magnitude
Class V Class IV Class III Class II
Figure 4.3: The relation between the magnitude of the first arrival path and the number of path
a group of 5000 100 meter transmission PLC channels. From theresult we can see the channels
whose magnitude of the first arrival path falls in a certain range, the number of multipaths will
also keep in a similar level. For example, when the first arrivl path magnitude falls between
0.35 and0.26, the average path numbers of corresponding channels are about 4. Thus, the
channels can be classified into differentClassaccording the magnitude of first arrival path.
The boundaries for the each class should be the jumping pointshown in Figure 4.3
4.2.1.2 Number of Path
Though the number of paths for the channels in a class presents a certain level, the exact path
numbers do not always stick to the average path number. Except th channels in the Class
I, the number of paths for the channels in the same class yields the normal distribution. The
phenomenon can be described by Figure 4.4. Due to the fact that the signal in Class I will not
be impact by the reflection in of Class I, thus the path number in Class I only have one path.
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Distribution of number of the path, Class II


















Distribution of number of the path, Class III


















Distribution of number of the path, Class IV




















Distribution of number of the path, Class V
Figure 4.4: The path number distribution of Class II, III, IV, V with 100 mfixed distance trans-
mission PLC channels
4.2.1.3 Magnitude Feature
As can be predicted, the magnitude of the path will reduce with the increasing the signal propa-
gation distance due to the propagating attenuation. In Figure 4.5 the decay features of the paths
in different classes are given in term of the time sampling index which can indicate the propa-
gating distance. The magnitude changing trends can be describ by the exponential function
with the time domain sampling index of the argument.
4.2.1.4 Path Interval
For the multipath channels, the arrival time of the paths determine the locations of deep fading
in the transfer function in the frequency domain. Thus the arriv l time is a very important
parameter for the PLC channel. The path arrival time in the PLC channel is determined by
a serial of factors such as the branch density, the length of branches. It is easy to identify
the path arrival time if the topology is given. But considering an universal channel modelling
method, the statistical feature of the path arrival time should be figured out for PLC channels.
Here, the path interval distribution of the 100 meters transmis ion channels feature is shown in
Figure 4.6. For the fix distance transmission channels, the arrival time of the first path is fixed
and determined by shortest the propagation distance which is the direct path. Thus, based on the
first arrival time and the interval distribution, the arrival time for each path can be determined.
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fitted curve Class II
fitted curve Class III
fitted curve Class IV
fitted curve Class V
Figure 4.5: The exponential decay feature of the path magnitude and corresponding fitted
curves
The number of the sampling points is used to demonstrate the time span of the interval. Also,
the Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution is used tofit the path interval distribution.
4.2.1.5 Phase
In many multipath channel researches, especially in wireless environment, the phase on each
time domain sampling point often considered as the uniform random distributed between−2π
to 2π, due to the full scattering during the signal propagation. In PLC network, the available
reflection in PLC network is not as complex as the wireless enviro ment. Thus the phase chang-
ing of PLC channel should be figured out, rather than using uniform distribution. Regardless
the phase difference caused by the receiver, the phase of thePLC channel on time domain
presents regular changing trends along with the time sampling index. Figure 4.7 shows the
average phase over 10000 PLC channels with fixed 100 meter disance. .
But the average phase can not accurately describe the phase cracteristics of PLC channel.
Here the phase characteristics of a channel with single branch is given to demonstrate the re-
lation between phase and network topology. In Figure 4.8, wecan see that the branch will
bring the disturbances on phase periodically, the parameter td, tw andA are use describe the
behaviour of disturbances.td is the interval of adjacent two disturbances, which is determined
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The Distribution of the Path Interval
 
 
Statistical path interval data
GEV fitted interval distribution
Figure 4.6: The path interval distribution of the 100 meters fix distancetransmission
by transmission distance of the target channel.tw is the width of disturbance is determined by
the disturbance function. the amplitude of the disturbancecan be obtained by measurement.
Also the densities of disturbances are determined by the length of branch. For the channel with
multi-branches, the phase of the channel can be considered as the superposing of a serial of
disturbances caused by different independent branches. Iti difficult to obtain the statistical
feature of the phase changing trend for the a group of given cha nels. The modelling method
of the phase will be described in the next section.
4.2.2 Channel Statistical Feature for Arbitrary Distance Channel
In the above sections, the general multipath characteristics uch as classification, path magni-
tude, path interval and phase characters are investigated in detail for fixed 100 meters trans-
mission PLC channels. But the above model can not be used as anuniversal model since the
transmission distance should not be fixed in practical. In this section, we extend the above
model into a more general scenario with vary transmission distance. Intuitively, with the vary-
ing of the transmission distance the arrival time and magnitude of first path, path interval, the
path number of the channel will change as well. Interstingly, the step changing trend on the
magnitude of the first arrival path, the additive of the phasestill remain even though the trans-
mission distance changes. In the following description, the statistical features along with the
transmission distance varying are given.
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Average Phase of the PLC channel
Figure 4.7: Average phase along with the time sampling index


















Figure 4.8: The phase feature of the single branch PLC channel
4.2.2.1 Channel Cluster
In order to identify the transmission distance, the conception Cluster is developed to demon-
strate the distance property. Regardless of the practical frequency bands used in different PLC
standards, a 30 MHz bandwidth which is used in most broadbandPLC systems is investigated
in this paper. Since the discrete time analysis is used in most systems, we useτ = 1
30×106
s as
the sample period to describe the path behaviour in the time domain. In the following parts of
this paper, thekth sampling point on time domain is termed as time sampling indexk and the
interval for two adjacent time sampling points isτ . Here, two indicators are investigated: the
time sampling index of first arrival path and the impulse magnitude of non-impacted transmis-
sion which means there is no branches impact through the signal propagation. The features are
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shown as Figure 4.9. From the Figure 4.9, we can see that the magnitude of the non-impacted



























P2P Distance, Unit: m




Figure 4.9: The relation between the impulse magnitude and sampling index in term of the P2P
distance
path has an obvious periodic decay with increasing P2P distance. The first arrival path sam-
pling index has a step jump with the P2P distance increasing.The changing or jump period
is Jp = 4.7695 m. Based on this characteristic the conceptioncluster is induced herein to
indicate the related channel features with transmission distance. The channel within the same
cluster typical present similar features. Thus, the channel with the transmissions longer than 10






where,d is the P2P transmission distance,⌈·⌉ denotes rounding the elements of X to the nearest
integers towards infinity. The identifierCluster here is used to indicate a channel falls in a
transmission distance range rather than an exact distance.Then channels within a cluster can
be classified into different Class use the similar feature shown in Section 4.2.1.1. In most
situations the jump period is related to three parameters: permittivity, the permeability and the
bandwidth of the expected channel. It also impacted by the cable cross-section geometry, but
not significant. Considering the permittivity (PVC or otherinsulation) and permeability (cooper
or aluminium) of the cables always in a certain level, the main f ct that determines the jump
period is the bandwidth of the expected channel. An empirical el tion for the bandwidth and
jump period can be written asJp =
vp
2·B , wherevp is the signal propagation velocity in the
given cable andB is the expected bandwidth.
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4.2.2.2 Channel Class
When observing the magnitudes of the first arrival paths in a cluster, besides the fact that they
arrive at the same time sampling index, the magnitudes present an obvious mutation changing
phenomenon. In this work, the channels which have first arrival as the strongest path are con-
sidered. In some minority case, the channels that have the strongest path arriving as the second
or third path are not included in the statistic. Furthermore, th mutation points in different
clusters express similar relation with the maximum magnitude of that cluster. Thus channels
in a cluster can be classified into 5 classes by using the mutation point as the boundaries. Fur-
ther investigate the number of paths within a class, we find out the average number of paths
for channels also appears mutation features. And the mutation boundaries are the same as the
magnitude mutation boundary. Here, the classification method for the10th cluster is shown in
Figure 4.10. The boundaries for the other clusters appears in similar locations. Thus in the

























The relation between average path number and magnitude of main path
Class V Class IV Class III Class II
Figure 4.10: Classification for10th cluster
later parts of this work, identifierCluster andClassare used to mark a channel.
4.2.2.3 Distribution of Path Number
The average path number is roughly shown in Figure 4.10. But for an individual channel the
path number is not fixed on the average level. By observing a group of channels of a certain
class (except Class I) in a cluster, the path number for this group shows a Gaussian distribution
which can be also seen in the other class of other cluster. Thus, 2 parameter sets,µi,k andσi,k
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(i = 2, 3, 4, 5), can be used to describe the path number feature forith class ofkth cluster. The
changing trends of the parameters can be demonstrated by theFigure 4.11 and Figure 4.12.






















expectation of path number ClassII
expectation of path number ClassIII
expectation of path number ClassIV
expectation of path number ClassV
Fitted curve class II
Fitted curve class III
Fitted curve class IV
Fitted curve class V
Figure 4.11: The expectation of path number varying trend with cluster index
Thus the path number for theith class ofkth cluster channels can be written:

























Variance of path number classII
Variance of path number classIII
Variance of path number classIV





Figure 4.12: The variance of the path number varying trend with cluster index
Ni,k = [N (µi,k, σi,k)] (4.3)
where[·] means to round towards nearest integer. In some rare cases that negative numbers
will be generated based on (4.3), the number should be dropped and a new positive path num-
ber regenerated. In order to obtain the path number for a particular channel by mathematical
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method, power function is induced here to fit the changing trend of the expectation and vari-
ance of path number. the fitted curves can be seen in Figure 4.11 and 4.12. The expression
f(k) = p1k
p2 + p3 are use to describe the a power function, wherek is the cluster index which
act as argument in the expression, andp1, p2 andp3 are scaling, power and offset parameters
respectively. For each class, 2 sets of parameters are used to d monstrate the changing trends
of expectation and variance respectively. The detail of thearguments set forµi,k andσi,k and
be found in Appendix B.
4.2.2.4 Magnitude Feature of Paths
• First Arrival Path: The magnitude of path depends on the how long the signal travels
through the network. Thus, an anticipation that the magnitude of the main path will
presents a decay feature with the increasing of cluster index. The decay feature shown
in the Figure 4.13. In Figure 4.13, 5 double exponential functio s are used to fit the

























Fitted cureve for ClassI
Fitted cureve for ClassII
Fitted cureve for ClassIII
Fitted cureve for ClassIV
Fitted cureve for ClassV
Figure 4.13: Decay trend of first arrival path with cluster index increasing
magnitude decay feature with the cluster index. Therefore,the average magnitude of the




bMi k + cMi e
dMi k (4.4)






i are given in Appendix B,k is the cluster in-
dex. The main path in Class I arrives at the destination without reflections. Thus the
main path magnitude for Class I purely depends on the attenuatio . For the main path
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magnitudes of other classes, the power of the signal may be splitted by branches on the
junctions, and absorbed on the terminal. Thus, the magnitude for these main paths show
a random Rayleigh distribution according to [103], with theaverage magnitude in (4.4)
as the parameter. In Appendix B, the detail of the parameterscan be found.
• Other Path: Paths experience reflecting and decay in the other classes, thus the mag-
nitudes for these paths do not present the obvious mutation feature. Thus, the for these
paths, only the magnitude characteristics of the propagation d stance (cluster) is inves-
tigated. The average magnitudes of different classes within a cluster present the very
similar decay feature, thus, in this paper we do not figure outthe magnitude differences
between classes. To simplify the processing herein the timesampling index is used to
indicate the propagation distance. The average magnitude decay trends of these paths
also can be described by the double exponential functions, and Figure 4.14 shows the
fitted double exponential curves for the Cluster 1, 10 and 20 as ex mples. The double

















are given in Appendix B. As described in [103] the magnitudeson these paths present
















The Average Magnitude of Other Paths
 
 
Average magnitude of Cluster 1
Average magnitude of Cluster 10
Average magnitude of Cluster 20
Fitted cureve of Cluster 1
Fitted cureve of Cluster 10
Fitted cureve of Cluster 20
Figure 4.14: Average Magnitude of Cluster 1, 10 and 20
significant Rayleigh fading feature due to the random signalreflecting behaviour through
the network,. Thus, the Rayleigh distribution is used to generate the path magnitude with
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the average magnitude in (4.5) as the parameter.
4.2.2.5 Distribution of Path Interval
The main cause of the multipath delay interval is due to differences in multipath signal prop-
agation distances. Different signals arrival at differenttime that can be indicated by the time
sampling index. From the statistical results, a conclusionca be obtained that the path interval
distribution follows a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. Normally, 3 parameters
are used to describe a GEV distribution. Thus the interval PDF of theith class ofkth cluster
can be written as:

























The parametersφi,k, ηi,k andξi,k changing trend with cluster index can be seen in Figure 4.15:
From Figure 4.15, besides the power function fitting forη2,: andξ2,: of the Class II, the other



























Figure 4.15: The GEV Parameter Changing Trend in Term of Cluster Index
parameters are fitted by linear functions. Also, all the fitted function parameters can be found
in Appendix B. There is no path interval issue for channels ofClass I since only 1 path exist in
these channels.
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4.2.3 Sampling Rate Conversion
According to the previous steps, a sampled sequence of pathsfor a fixed sample rate system
can be obtained. As can be seen from the above description of path power delay profile and
the path interval, we use the time domain sampling index as the metrics. But in practice,
different sampling rates may be required e.g. for smart gridsystematic operating over narrower
bandwidth. Here a method based on the farrow structure filteris given for a user to apply this
model to different sampling rates. Assume that the originalsampling time ista and the required
sampling time ist
′
a. Thus the conversion rate isR = ta/t
′
a. The structure and designing
of the Farrow filter can be found in [104]. To simplify the implementation of the sampling
rate conversion, the coefficients of the Farrow filter can be otained by using the function
mfilt.farrowsrc in Matlab DSP system toolbox and the conversion rateR is the input argument
for function. The channel path sequence under the expected sampling timet
′
a can be obtained
by passing the original sequence through the Farrow filter.
4.2.4 Cable Loss
Based on the mathematical models built in the above sections, the number of paths, the corre-
sponding arrival time and magnitude for each path can be generated if theCluster andClass
are given. Thus, a discrete sampling sequence can be obtained. In Figure 4.16, the a serial of
generated path magnitude and corresponding frequency transfe function is shown.
But in practice, the power dissipation effect of the cable will cause pulse shape distortion which
is represented as a cable loss in the frequency domain. In [18], it has been stated that the average
cable loss is determined by the real part of the propagation constant and signal propagation
distance. Since the propagation constant of the cable is highly frequency dependent, the cable
loss in the powerline channel will also be dependent on frequency and distance. According to
[18], the cable losses in the frequency domain of a powerlinecan be approximated as:
A (f, d) = e−(a0+a1·f
k)e−jb0f (4.7)
wherea0, a1 andk represent different types of attenuation factor. For a given cable,a0 and
a1 are linear functions of path propagationd, and can be calculated by the cable parameters in
Appendix B. The functionA(f, d) thus is the propagation attenuation of a certain signal at a
given frequency. Unlike the cable loss formula in [18], in this paper the phase trend is also given
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Frequency Domain Transfer Function














Time Domain Channel Impulse Response
Figure 4.16: The generated path magnitude and corresponding frequency domain transfer
function without cable loss
which is determined by cable properties and propagation distance. The phase can be described
by the parameterb0, which also follows a linear relationship with the path propagationd. The
parameterb0 can be found in Appendix B. Sincea0, a1, k andb0 are functions of propagation
distance, the cable lossA(f) will also be a function of the propagation distance. Based onthe
parameters in Appendix B, the cable loss will increase with the propagation distance. Since
the arrival timeτi of ith path can be obtained by first arrival path and the path interval, the
propagation distance for each path in a certain channel can be calculated bydi = vτi m. The
scalarvp is the Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation speed in the cable, which
can be calculated according to the permittivity of the insulator of the cable. Since in this paper,
the time domain properties are of interest, the cable loss effect in the time domain can evaluated
as the inverse Fourier transform of (4.7), written asA
′
ti (t, vpτi) which is refereed as the pulse
shape of theith path. After assigning the corresponding path delay to theit impulse, the
impulse can be written asAt (t, Ti) = A
′
ti (t, vTi)⊗δ(t−Ti), where,Ti is the path delay of the
ith path and⊗ is the convolution operation. Finally, by referringAt back to (4.1) the channel
impulse response which fully presents multipath fading, cable losses, and phase features is
obtained.
By using the cable loss both attenuation and phase characteristi s of the channel can be pre-
cisely expressed in the proposed statistical model. After th interpolating, the channel impulse
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response and transfer function is shown as Figure 4.17. .

















































































Figure 4.17: The Comparison between the transfer functions before and after interpolating
4.2.5 The Verifying of Proposed Method
To verify the proposed statistical model for PLC channel, a group of time domain channels is
generated, and compared with the channel generated by usingTLT theory on frequency domain.
Figure 4.18 (a) shows the example of the generated channel impu se response.
Besides the average channel gain, the other two important indicators of a multipath channel are
the delay spread and the effective length. The delay spread is the root mean square of the power
delay profile and the effective length is the time interval which covers a certain percentage of
the impulse energy. The delay spread and effective length dis ributions shown in Figure 4.19
are counted from the two groups of channels generated according to the statistical and the
TLT model respectively. The generated channels contain transmission ranges from 20m to
100m which covers most indoor transmission distances. Whenconsidering delay spread, the
statistical model shows high consistency with the TLT model. It means that our statistical model
captured the characteristics of the selected paths. The criterion for selecting paths is introduced
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(a) Examples of Time Domain Channel Impulse Response








































Figure 4.18: The comparison of the statistical channel modelling resultand TLT modelling
result for Cluster5, 10, 15, 20
in Section III Part A. Comparing with TLT channels, the effective length of statistical channels
are more concentrated in a relatively short range (about 0.66 µs to 2.5µs). This because that the
paths which have very small power and thus have minimal impact on frequency selective fading
are not considered in the statistical model. However, when considering the effective length of
the channel, the power of these ignored paths will contribute additional power dispersion for the
TLT model. Thus, the effective length distribution of the TLT model covers a relatively wider
range (about 0.5µs to 3.0µs). However, consistency can still be seen from comparison of the
two distributions. This means that the methodology used in this paper can accurately represent
path interval behaviour.
4.3 Application I
The purpose of the statistical modelling is to spark the researches on general capacity evalua-
tion, network deployment, and network coverage. In this section, the achievable information
rate for each cluster is calculated and compared with the information rate based on the TLT
channel model. The capacity changing trend over the clusterindex is given in Figure 4.20
From Figure 4.20, the achievable information rate based on the channels shown in Figure 4.18
shows the consistent decrease trend as the information ratederiv d according to TLT theory. To
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Effective Length of Statistical Model
Effective Lenght of TLT Model
Delay Spread of Statistical Model
Delay Spread of TLT Model
Figure 4.19: The CDFs of effective lengths and delay spreads deduced fromstatistical model
and TLT model
































Capacity Comparison of Different Modelling Methods
 
 
Transmission Line Thoery Model
Statistics Model
Figure 4.20: The capacity changing trend with the P2P distance Increasing, here the nor-
malised channel is used
further speculate the information rate distribution over all the possible rates, the CDFs of the
achievable information rates based on statistical model and TLT for Cluster 5, 10, 15 and 20
are shown in Figure 4.21. The information rates derived fromboth channel model present the
similar rate distribution over all the possible information rate range. The similarity indicate that
the statistical model can fully express PLC channel characte istics. The possibility of the bad
or good channel conditions, attenuation property and frequency selective fading in statistical
model can cover the research requirement of the PLC capacityevaluation.
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Capacity PDF Comparison of Different Channel Modelling Methods
 
 






Figure 4.21: CDFs of the capacities based on the statistics model and transmission line theory
4.4 Application II
Impulse noise in PLC is composed of periodic and aperiodic impulsive noises. The periodic
impulsive noise which is caused by power converters in powersupplies and by rectifiers occurs
in the alternating voltage current network. Sources for aperiodic impulsive noise are switched
power supplies, the turning on/off of appliances, and so on.In [58] a Markov chain is used to
simulate the impulse noise behaviour. Based on [58] the impulse noise will appear indepen-
dently at each PLC node and socket in general. But considering the practical situation in PLC
network, the impulse noise will propagate in a given PLC network through the power cables.
Thus, the impulse noise on different sockets or nodes will becorrelated. As shown in Fig. 4.22
impulse arises at Socket A due to the switch on/off of this socket. After spreading to Socket
B and Socket C through Network2 and Network3, the impulse magnitude will be reduced,
while the delay spread will increase. To build a more realistic ignal propagation environment
in PLC, a correlated impulse noise model is thus necessary. This is particularly important for
concepts such as the relay enhanced PLC network as describedin [105]. Assume Socket B and
Socket C are the transceivers and Socket A is the relay node for the bi-directional protocols in
[105]. In the bi-directional scenario, both data transmission will be disturbed when the impulse
noise arises, since the impulse noise will propagate simultaneously with the signal. Thus, the
model of impulse noise is particularly important for capacity evaluation of bi-directional relay
protocols in PLC networks. Also, with a more realistic impulse noise, high performance noise
cancellation schemes could be developed which exploit knowledge of the correlation of the
impulse noise.
Considering a realistic scenario, if we intend to obtain theexact impulse noise on each socket
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Figure 4.22: The Impulse Noise Spread Model in PLC Network
channel knowledge between every socket pair should be known, which is complex to evaluate
in practice. If we apply the time domain statistical model ofthe PLC network into impulse
noise modelling, the only knowledge required is the distance profile between each socket pair.
The impact of the network topology and impedance on the terminals are integrated into the
statistical data. Assume Network2 and Network3 in Fig. 4.22 are belong to Cluster 10 and
Cluster 20 respectively. Here, we assume the rectangular impulse originates at node A. Two
channels are generated according to the proposed statistical model for Cluster 10 and Cluster 20
respectively. After the convolution operation, the magnitudes and time spreads of an impulse
on node B and C are shown as Fig. 4.23. Unlike current impulse noise modelling methods, the
impulse noise at different PLC transmission nodes will be correlated. The simulation result in
Fig. 4.23 shows that the amplitude of the impulse noise is attenuated when it passes through the
channel, meanwhile the time span become wider.
The details of the attenuated amplitudeMi and spread timeτwi can be calculated by using the
proposed statistical channel model. Considering amplitude attenuation and time spread of the
correlated impulse noise in PLC networks, related technologies such as performance evaluation
calculations, channel coding and modulation can be reconsidered in PLC.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a statistical channel modelling method in the time domain is proposed for PLC
networks. First, the channels are sorted into different categories based on the P2P distance and
the magnitude of the first arrival path. Second, the multipath rameters such as path magnitude
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Figure 4.23: The Impulse Noise Spread Model in PLC Network, the unit of theimpulse noise
is measured in voltage
and path interval are extracted to build the time domain impulse response. Furthermore, a
Farrow structure filter is proposed to make sampling rate conversion according to the practical
scenario requirements. Finally, the proposed statisticalmodel is used for capacity evaluations
and correlative impulse noise modelling in PLC networks. The proposed statistics integrate the
impact of topology and terminal loads. By comparing with themodelling results from the TLT
method, the statistical model is proved to accurately capture the path delay and the average
attenuation. Also, the Shanon capacity derived from statistical and transmission line models
shows that the proposed model is a feasible tool for PLC reseach. Based on this statistical
model, fast and efficient studies of deployment, coverage and c pacity of the PLC network can
be carried out. In order to extend the proposed methodology ta more general application
scenarios, especially for the Smart Grid, more channel magnitude and time spread types for
different power grids should be considered in future where the main issue is the impact of
different branch densities on path magnitudes and path intervals.
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Chapter 5
Relay for Powerline Communications
There has been a long history of using powerline as communications medium, but it was limited
to narrowband low bit rate applications such as telephony and simple command and control for
long time. With the development of communication techniques in higher frequency band up to
30 MHz or even 100 MHz, new applications such as Internet access, high definition (HDTV),
in-home entertainment over powerline are proposed as broadand PLC. Also, with the devel-
opment of the Smart Grid concept, the larger coverage and higher bit rate transmission over
narrowband PLC is in demand. But the transmission capacity and network coverage of PLC
network are limited due to the severity of the PLC environment, such as attenuation along with
the transmission distance, frequency selective fading andcoloured background noise. In order
to remedy the defects of the PLC transmission, relay aided transmission protocols are proposed
in this chapter. Relays, which has been discussed exhaustively in wireless communications
are used to increase the network coverage, data transmission capacity and system robustness.
Considering the frequency selective fading in PLC network,a relay node between transmitter
and receiver may make up the loss in data rate caused by deep fading. There are already some
papers that discuss specific relay schemes in PLC networks. But there is no comprehensive
investigation on how relay options, such as amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward
(DF) along with the number of the nodes, and data stream direction, impact the performance.
Thus, in this work, the performance of different relay options are investigated to help the later
researcher focusing on the option which has better performance in PLC networks.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: The relay protocls are described in Subsection 5.2.1,
The relay protocols cover the topics such as forward mode, number of the relay nodes, and
direction of data stream. In Subsection 5.2.2, the protocolperformance with channel estimation
error is studied. Section 5.3 summarises the chapter.
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5.1 Review of Relay on PLC
So far, communications over powerline is still quite an opentopic compared with the com-
munications over other medium like wireless channel. Many aspects of the PLC are still under
investigation. There are even fewer papers on relay aided PLC networks. In this section, current
research on relay aided PLC networks carried out by other resa chers is reviewed. The first
paper on introducing relay concepts for PLC is by Lampe in [106] in 2006. In [106], the relay
nodes which are termed as repeaters retransmitting the received signal using a distributed space-
time block coding (DSTBC) scheme with a pre-assigned uniquesignature sequence. With the
proposed DSTBC scheme, the transmit power and multi-hop delay are reduced. In [78] and
[107], Zou proposed dynamic spectrum and power allocation schemes for DF aided PLC re-
lay in view of the selective frequency fading nature of the PLC channel. With the proposed
resource allocation schemes, the data transmission capacity of the relay aided PLC network is
increased. In [108], a multi-relay node multi-hop AF scenario is investigated, and cooperative
diversity gain is first used to evaluate the PLC performance.In [109] and [110], an opportunis-
tic relay scheme is proposed based on a realistic channel model. The proposed opportunistic
relay scheme selects the best candidate and optimises the time duration for both source-relay
and relay-destination transmissions in DF relay PLC networks. The numerical results in the
paper show that the optimised opportunistic DF scheme can achieve power saving or coverage
extension. In [111], the authors discussed the system capacity of a AF relay scheme for long
distance data transmission over a power cable. Then, in [112], the same authors further involved
the optimal power allocation between the transmitting nodes and the optimal power distribution
over the signal frequency band in the AF aided PLC network. Besides the relay application in
the broadband PLC networks, flooding relay schemes can be used in the single-frequency net-
works as proposed in [113] for the large-scale PLC automation control which is identified as a
narrowband PLC application. The simulation results show that t e robustness and transmission
delay performance are increased by the proposed flooding trasmission. For narrowband PLC
applications, a space-time coding (STC) criterion is proposed in [114] [115] for the purpose to
increase the data rate.
In this work, we focus our scope on the broadband PLC networks. As can be seen from the
review, the works on the relay aided PLC network so far are fragmental and not systematical.
Each work only focuses on one or two aspects of PLC networks. For example, both [108]
and [111] only investigate the AF aided PLC, but they did not mention why AF is chosen for
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the work. Similarly in [78], [106], [107] [109] and [110], they did not explain why DF is
picked out as research object. Also, some of the conclusion in the papers are contradictory. For
example, cooperative diversity gain is emphasised in [108], but diversity gain in PLC networks
is disputed in [78] because of the correlation betweenS → R andR → D channels. Also, in
these papers, only [109] and [110] clearly showed that validchannel and noise models are used
for conducting results. In the other papers, they do not demonstrate that the proper channel and
noise models are used. Researchers have not presented clearconsistent conclusions on what is
the main impact factors in PLC and which relay technology is the suitable for the PLC in the
above papers. Thus, a detailed investigation of relay aidedPLC is given in our work. The data
forwarding approaches (DF/AF), the number of relay nodes, rlay working duplex mode, and
channel estimation impact are thoroughly studied. Based onthe results of our work, the reader
can easily figure out the most suitable technology for relay PLC network.
5.2 Relay for Broadband PLC Network
5.2.1 Relay Protocols and Performance for PLC Network
In papers on relay enhanced networks, techniques such as theforwarding mechanism, the num-
ber of relay nodes, the validity of the direct link and duplexmode of relay node, are often
discussed for different communications systems. As the power grid as a new medium for relay
communications, there is still not clear conclusions aboutwhich option will potentially benefit
data transmission. In this section, the relay protocols that cover all the mentioned facts are
investigated for finding out proper principles for PLC network.
5.2.1.1 Uni-direction Decode-and-Forward
To discuss Decode-and-Forward (DF) relay aided PLC transmission, the first issue needing to
be studied is the location of the relay node. Unlike the situation in wireless communications
where the relay can be deployed in an arbitrary location betwe n the data source and the des-
tination. In PLC networks, the relay node can usually only beplaced on the power sockets,
the deviation box or in a transformer station. Since the focus of the broadband PLC network is
mainly about indoor, inter houses and transform station to house scenarios, thus, here we only
consider the socket and deviation box as the candidate relayposition. In this work, single relay
and multiple relays scenarios are discussed due to the fact that there are more then one locations
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in PLC network that can be used as relay node,
Single Relay In Figure 5.1, two abstracted relay channel are given for thesingle relay PLC
network. Figure 5.1 (a) shows that the relay is located on themain path from data source
to destination. Figure 5.1 (b) shows that the relay located athe terminal of a branch. In
Figure 5.1: The abstracted single relay node channel for PLC network
scenario (a), the transfer function of Network3 can be considered as the product of the
tansfer functions of Network1 and Network2 as shown in equation (3.36). In scenario
(b), equation (3.35) is required because the product relation does not hold since there
is a shunt network (Network4) is connected between the two networks. The capacity
of the single relay uni-direction DF protocol is discussed under the assumptions that
transmission via Network3 is valid/invalid. The NetworkX is one part of the PLC
network. In the case shown in Figure 5.1, Network3 is denotes the network for the
direct propagation, Network1 and Network2 are the networks of S→ R and R→ D
links. The situation can be demonstrated as Figure 5.2.
Though (a) and (b) are used to present different scenarios, they can use the same process
to evaluate the system capacity by following equations (5.1) to (5.5). As a multi-path
transmission environment, discrete multi-tone (DMT) is utlised to combat the frequency
selective fading channel. Assume there areK subcarriers in total over the available
bandwidth. First, we consider the situation that the Network 3 is invalid. The achievable
spectrum efficiency for source-relay (S → R) link and relay-destination (R → D) link
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Figure 5.2: The transmission situations whenS → D link is invalid (a) and valid (b)



































rd are the SNR and channel gains for
S → R andR → D links on thekth subcarrier respectively.Ps andPr are are the
transmit power level at the source node and the relay node.Γ is the SNR gap introduced
in 2.3.1.3. Here, we assume that all the PLC devices have the sam transmission power.
σ2r andσ
2
dr are the noise power level at the relay node and the destination node. According
to [116], regardless of the delay caused by buffering, the overall spectrum efficiency for
the single relay uni-directional link scenario DF protocolan be maximised by full buffer
operation on relay node is:




The buffering method is used for balance the S→ R and R→ D links when the trans-
mission capacities of these two links are too unbalanced. The balance is achieved by
adjusting the transmission durations of the S→ R and R→ D phase according to the
capacity of the links, which is described in [116] in detail.
When theS → D link is considered, the spectrum efficiency for the second time slot
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is the SNR forS → D link on kth subcarrier. We assume that a buffer is
not used in the relay when theS → D link is available, the overall spectrum efficiency
for the validS → D link situation can be written as:










This result assumes that the slot duration of two phase are equal for S → R andR →
D links because data source should use the same transmission scheme for theS →
R and S → D link in two time slots . Thus factor12 is used. Based on the above
analysis, the achievable spectrum efficiencies for the single relay DF protocol are given
in Figure 5.3. From the simulation results, we can see that the capacity of the direct
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Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), invalid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), valid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), invalid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), valid direct link
Direct Transmission
Figure 5.3: The achievable spectrum efficiencies for the uni-directional single relay DF trans-
mission
transmission decreases faster then the DF aided transmission schemes as a decreased with
source to destination distance increasing. It means that the link quality can be improved
by the DF operation when the channel attenuation becomes significant, for example,
when the distance is longer than 70m. Another important conclusion can be seen from
Figure 5.3 is that the relay will bring more benefit to the system when the relay node
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is located at the main path. This indicates that the transformer or deviation box will be
better candidate for deploying relay nodes comparing with the terminal socket. Also,
the validity of theS → D link will also bring extra gain due to the SNR gain but not
significant.
Multiple Relay Multi-relay transmission is possible in a PLC network sinceall the sockets,
transform station and deviation box can be used as relay nodes. Thus, the multi-relay
scenario can be described as Figure 5.4 The multi-relay uni-direction DF protocol is
Figure 5.4: The subtracted multi-relay DF transmission channel model
discussed under the assumptions that transmission throughNetwork 4 is valid/invalid.
The situation can be demonstrated as Figure 5.5. In the multi-relay DF scenario, all the
Figure 5.5: The multi-relay transmission situations whenS → D link is invalid and valid
relay nodes need to decode the message sent by source node, then forward to destination.
In order to make the all the relay nodes have the ability to deco the message, the data
transmission capacity for the 1st data transmission phase are limited by the minimum
capacities of theS → R1 andS → R2 link:
Rmulti1st = min {Rsr1, Rsr2} (5.6)
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and SNRkr1d and SNR
k
r2d
are the SNR ofR1 → D and R2 → D links which has
already taken account the SNR gapΓ which is introduced in 2.3.1.3. From (5.6) and
(5.7), we can see that the performance of multi-relay DF protocol is limited by the worse
case of theS → R1 andS → R2 links. But considering the fact that data transmission
in the 2nd phase will be enhanced due to the SNR gain, the overall dat transmission can
be improved when the capacity of 1st phase is enhanced. Thus,we can conclude that
when the relay nodes are close to the data Source, the performance will be significantly
improved. Based on the above analysis, the performance of the two relay DF scheme is
given and compared with the single relay DF scheme in Figure 5.6 For the two relay
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Single Relay, Figure5.3 (a), Invalid Direct Link
Single Relay, Figure5.3 (a), valid Direct Link
Two Relay, Figure5.4, Invalid Direct Link
Two Relay, Figure5.4, Invalid Direct Link
Figure 5.6: The achievable spectrum efficiencies for the two relay uni-directional DF trans-
mission
simulation, we assume there are two relay nodes randomly located on the main path or
a branch respectively. From the result in Figure 5.6, we can see that the extra relay
brought significant performance gain when the transmissiond stance is short. But the
performance deteriorates quickly compared with the singlerelay DF schemes. This is
because the performance of the two relay nodes DF protocol isdeeply limited by the
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relay which has the faster degeneration in channel quality.Relay selection schemes can
be applied to combat this shortcoming, and an initial study of the relay selecting method
has been done in [109] and [110]. Thus, if there are more relaynodes in a PLC network,
to select a best node is a better choice then taking all the nods in the transmission.
5.2.1.2 Uni-directional Amplify-and-Forward
Similar to the uni-directional DF relay transmission, the amplify-and-forward relay schemes
can be also discussed with single relay and multiple relay situation.
Single Relay The relay node location and the validity of theS → D link can be also demon-
strated by Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Here the capacity analysis is given in following.
The receiving signal on thekth subcarrier at the relay node can be expressed as:
ykr = x
k · hksr + nkr (5.9)
Then, the receiving signal at the destination is:
ykd = y
k
r · gk · hkrd + nkd (5.10)
Assume the transmit power at both the data source and thee relay node are the same.
Thus the amplification factor on thekth subcarrier can be written as:
gk =
[






gkd is a constraint for the relay node, which ensures the output power of the relay node
equals to 1. Then the receive SNR onkt subcarrier at the destination for theS → D link
invalid situation can be written as:
SNRkAFinvalid =
(gk)2 · Ps | hkrd |2| hksr |2












| hkrd |2| hksr |2
)−1
(5.12)




+ SNRksd· | hksd |2 (5.13)
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where,Γ is the SNR gap. According to the above analysis, the numeric rsults of the sin-
gle relay uni-directional AF are given in Figure 5.7. As can be seen from the simulation
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Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), invalid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), valid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), invalid direct link
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), valid direct link
Direct Transmission
Figure 5.7: The achievable spectrum efficiencies for the single relay uni-directional AF trans-
mission
results, the capacity performance is much better if the relay node is located which often
on the main path. When the direct link is invalid, the main path location is will bring
30% gain on the achievable spectrum efficiency. If the directlink is valid, the main path
location can still being 20% increasing. This phenomenon show the consistency with
the results in DF transmission that the transform station, deviation box, or the socket lo-
cated on the main path will be the better choice for placing a rel y node, and AF scheme
is more sensitive to the relay node location. Unlike the DF transmission, adding a valid
S → D link in AF schemes will bring significant performance benefits. The reason for
this phenomenon is thatS → D link can directly contribute to the destination SNR.
Another important point that can be seen from Figure 5.7 is that amplified signal will
not necessarily contribute to the SNR since the noise is alsoamplified during the signal
forwading processing. Thus, we can see that the performanceof th AF aided PLC link
may even be worse than direct transmission in the short rangetransmission.
Multi Relay The uni-directional AF transmission for multiple relay canbe also described by
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the Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. Assume that the transmit powern data and source relay














Thus, the receive SNR on thekth subcarrier at the destination when theS → D link is














is the receiveSNR achieved from theith relay nodekth subcarrier.
The value of this SNR can be obtained by using (5.12). Notice that (5.16) may not always
hold due to channel phase differences between relay nodes. Beamforming is often used
to align the phase differences between the relays the and to achieve the performance
described by formula (5.16). The principle of the beamforming is already discussed in
[117] and [118]. For the scenario whenS → D link is valid, theSNR can be obtained
by following (5.13). Also, the (5.13) holds when beamforming s considered.
To demonstrate the benefits brought by an extra relay node in AF, the following transmis-
sion scenario is considered: Two relay nodes are randomly located between data source
and destination, either on the main path or a branches. The capacities changing with the
increasing of transmission distance are given in Figure 5.8. From the simulation results
in Figure 5.8, we can easily see that the SNR gain contributedby the extra relay node
will bring a significant gain in capacity. Also, what we can see is that the benefit brought
by the extra relay node is more than the benefit brought by the availability of S → D
link. Compared with the DF transmission scheme, the availability of the direct link has
more impact on the AF transmissions for the two relay scenario.
5.2.1.3 Bi-directional Decode-and-Forward I
The relay protocols introduced in the above sections are basd on the assumption that the data
stream is in one direction only. To further exploit the transmission capacity for the relay en-
hanced PLC network, the bi-directional relay protocols areinduced where the relay node can
be equivalently considered in full-duplex working mode. First a 3-step bi-directional protocol
is described. The process for the protocol can be demonstrated in Figure 5.9. The blue lines
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Two Relay, Figure5.4, Invalid Direct Link
Two Relay, Figure5.4, valid Direct Link
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Figure 5.8: The achievable spectrum efficiencies for the two relay nodesuni-directional AF
transmission
Figure 5.9: The processing for 3-step bi-directional DF protocol
in Figure 5.9 show the signal processing applied at the relaynode and the black lines show
the signal propagation between relay nodes, data sources and destination. Based on papers
such as [119] and [120], network coding or superposition modulation can be used to enable
the bi-directional transmission in the relay system. Usually the network conding operation is
done at the bit level, which limits the transmission capacity because the coding scheme need to
designed according to the bit stream which has the lower rate. Th superposition modulation
concept is considered when evaluating the capacity of the protocol.
For the 3-step bi-directional DF protocol, terminalT1 transmits data to relay node in the first
time slot, and the relay decodes the data to the modulation level. The relay node then receives
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the data from terminalT2 and decodes to the modulation level in the second time slot. Then the
superposition modulation in [120] is employed to superposethe modulated data fromT1 and
T2 and broadcast toT1 andT2 in the third time slot.T1 andT2 substract the their own data from
the superposed signal and extract their expected data from the other transmitter. Based on the
description, there are two data streams in one transmission. HereRt1rt2 andRt2rt1 are used to
denote the data rate for theT1 → T2 andT2 → T1 directions. Thus the overall data rate for the




· (Rt1rt2 + Rt2rt1) (5.17)
where factor 1/3 denotes the fact that the transmission process should be completed in 3 time-
















































where,Γ is the SNR gap which has been introduced in 2.3.1.3.
5.2.1.4 Bi-direction Decode-and-Forward II
In the 3-step bi-directional DF protocol, the terminals send their data in the separate time slots,
which we can define these time slots as the multi-access (MA) phase. In this section, we merge
the time slots in the MA phase into one time slot to further improve the time efficiency. Thus,
a 2-step bi-directional DF protocol is developed for the relay enhanced PLC network. The
process for the protocol can be demonstrated as the Figure 5.10. The blue lines in Figure 5.10
show the signal processing at the relay node and the black lines show the signal propagation
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Figure 5.10: The processing for 2-step bi-directional DF protocol
between relay nodes and data sources and destination. Though the data arrive at the relay node
simultaneously, the signal detection on relay still need tobe done step by step. The V-Blast
detection is used at the relay node to distinguish the data from T1 andT2. The relay node will
detect the signal from one terminal first and consider the signal from the other terminal as noise.
After removing the detected signal from the receiving signal, the relay node detects the signal
from the other terminal from the remaining signal.
In the 2-step bi-directional DF protocol, there are also twodata streams. According to the
feature of V-Blast that the decoding order will impact the result, here, we assume the relay R
detects the data stream from T1 first, by considering the signal from T2 as interference. Thus
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In (5.20),P | hkt2r |2 denotes the received power fromT2 at R which is considered as inter-
ference for decodingT1. Before decoding the message fromT2 , the detected signal should be
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· (Rt1rt2 + Rt2rt1) (5.22)
From the above process, the system capacity when theT1 can be calculated first is approached.
In the same way, the capacity when theT2 is detected first can be evaluated and demonstrated
as asR2step
′′
bi DF . Thus the achievable capacity for the 2-step bi-directional DF protocol can be
written:










The achievable spectrum efficiencies for bi-directional DFprotocols are shown in the Fig-
ure 5.11. The validity of the direct link in the bi-directional DF protocols is not considered.
Intuitively, the 3-step DF protocol may have 30% reduction on the spectrum efficiency com-
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Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), 3−step DF 
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), 3−step DF
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (a), 2−step DF
Single Relay, Figure5.1 (b), 2−step DF
Figure 5.11: The achievable spectrum efficiency for the bi-directional DF protocols
pared with the 2-step DF protocol due to the extra time slot that is used. But from the simulation
results in Figure 5.11 it is seen that the exact gap is not thatbig. The reason for this phenomenon
is the V-Blast decoding used the 1st time slot in the 2-step bi-directional DF scheme. Under the
V-Blast decode scheme, the second signal is treat as noise ornterference when decoding the
first signal. Thus, this decode scheme causes very poor performance for the first decoded data
stream. Compared to the uni-directional relay DF scheme, the performance is more sensitive
to the location, whether on the main path or the branch terminal, when the 2-slot bi-directional
DF scheme is used.
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5.2.1.5 Bi-direction Amplify-and-Forward I
Besides the DF, the bi-directional transmission can be alsoimplemented in the AF protocols, In
the AF scenario, the relay node does not decode the signal from T1 andT2. In this section, the
3-step bi-directional AF relay is described. In the first time slotT1 broadcasts the signal toR
andTs, thenT2 broadcasts the signal toR andT1 in the second time slot. At the third time slot,
R broadcasts the superimposed signal toT1 andT2. The transmission process can be described
by Figure 5.12. The purpose of the decomposed the MA phase into two time slot is that both
Figure 5.12: The processing for 3-step bi-directional AF protocol
T1 andT2 can get a copy expecting data beforeR broadcasting the superposed signal. Thus,
the receiver can get extra SNR gain when it decodes the expecting signal. For this protocol, the
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wheregk can be calculated by using the same principle shown in (5.11). Since in this protocol,
a extra time slot is added to achieve the SNR gain at receiver,the overall capacity for the 3-step
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5.2.1.6 Bi-directional Amplify-and-Forward II
In the above section, the bi-directional AF relay is implemented in three steps for the purpose of
obtaining extra SNR gain. Actually, the bi-directional AF also can be implemented in two steps
mode. It simply superposes the signals from both directionswhich includes impact of the noise
and then forwards the amplified signal. The 2-step bi-directional AF can not benefit from the
extra SNR gain, while saves the transmission time that also increases the achievable spectrum
efficiency. Similarly, the amplification scaling at thekth subcarrier for the bi-directional AF
can be written as:
gkbi2step =
(
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The simulation results for the bi-directional AF protocolsare shown in Figure 5.13, Since in the
AF scenario, the relay node does not decode the signal and forward it directly to the destination,
the performance deeply depends on the SNR on the receiver side. In order to achieve higher
SNR, the direct link is taken into account in the bi-directional AF. To obtain the SNR gain
from the direct link, the first time slot are decomposed into 2time slots. Thus the 3-step bi-
directional AF protocol is developed for the bi-directional AF scenario. From the simulation in
Figure 5.13, the gain brought by the SNR can not make up the loss caused by the inefficient use
of three time slots. Compared with the 3-step bi-directional AF scheme, the 2-step approach
provides higher capacity. But the superiority of the 2-stepscheme not as much as for the bi-
directional DF schemes. Consistent with the other AF schemes, th bi-directional AF is more
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Single Relay, Figure5,1 (a), 2−step AF
Single Relay, Figure5,1 (b), 2−step AF
Single Relay, Figure5,1 (a), 3−step AF
Single Relay, Figure5,1 (b), 3−step AF
Figure 5.13: The achievable spectrum efficiency for bi-directional AF protocols
sensitive to the location of the relay node. Only if the relaynode is located on the main path
can a the capacity gain can be achieved over direct transmission.
5.2.2 Relay Protocol Performance with Channel Estimation Error
In previous sections, research on relay protocols is based on the assumption that relay nodes
know the channel state information (CSI) perfectly. Also, the protocols with decode and for-
ward mechanism are proved more suitable for PLC transmission . In order to discover the
performance of DF protocols more realistic, this section investigates the achievable spectrum
efficiencies for single relay uni-directional, 3-step bi-directional and 2-step bi-directional DF
schemes. We consider the impact of channel estimation errorin the frequency selective fading
PLC channel and coloured background noise environment to provide a realistic transmission
scenario. A multi-pilot based linear minimum mean square eror (LMMSE) channel estimation
method is applied for the above relay schemes. A realistic analysis for the achievable spectrum
efficiency for the above relay schemes in PLC is given. Finally, the best choice of the number of
symbols pilot for DF PLC relay schemes is obtained. The channel estimation impact on OFDM
modulate direct data transmission in PLC network is discussed in [121], while in our work we
focus on the impact on the relay transmission.
Before the evaluation of the capacity performance, the channel estimation method used in this
work is introduced. First assume that the channel estimation operation is done in everyN
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OFDM symbols andM of them are used as pilot symbols. For each pilot symbol, the LMMSE
method proposed in [122] is employed to estimate the frequency domain transfer function. The
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m, · · · , ĥKm] is the
least-square (LS) estimate ofH andĥkm is the estimated channel gain onkth sub-carrier. The
matrixΘm= diag[(σ1m)
2, (σ2m)
2, · · · , (σKm)2] is the variance matrix of the noise for themth pi-
lot on the receive terminal, and(σkm)




is covariance matrix ofH, Em=[ǫ1m, ǫ
2
m, · · · , ǫKm] is the channel estimation error vector andǫkm
is the channel estimation error for themth pilot in thekth sub-carrier.
According to [122], a statistical time domain channel modelis needed to evaluateRHH in
(5.31). To keep the complexity low but use a realistic channel approximation, in this paper,L
randomly generated channels in the frequency domain are employed to calculateRHH . The
channel correlation matrix used in (5.31) is then obtained:
RHH = [rm,n] = [E [(h
m
l − µm) (hnl − µn)]] (5.32)
where,hkl is the channel gain oflth randomly generated channel at thekth sub-carrier, andµ
k
is the average channel gain at thekth sub-carrier over all theL generated channels.
On the basis of the LMMSE estimation result above, the average v lue of all theM estimated












here, we define the second term of (5.31) as the channel estimation errorE = [ǫ1, ǫ2, · · · , ǫK ]









is also can be considered as the noise power induced by the inaccuracy of channel estimation.
The estimation noise on each pilot symbol,Em, is mutually independent and identically dis-
tributed. Thus, the variance ofǫk is 1M a
k
m which means that using more pilot symbols will lead
to a more precise estimation result.
In the following part of this work, we usêHxy = [ĥ1xy, ĥ
2
xy, · · · , ĥkxy] andExy = [ǫ1xy, ǫ2xy,
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· · · , ǫKxy] to denote the estimated channel and channel estimation error fo the x → y link,
whereĥkxy andǫ
k
xy denote the estimated channel and channel estimation error on thekth sub-
carrier for this link. One further point should be noted. In the perfect channel estimation
scenario, the channel transfer function forx → y andy → x link can be assumed to be the
same, the symmetry of the transfer function in PLC has bee proved in [68]. But if the channel
estimation error is considered,̂Hxy will not equal toĤyx for the reason that the different noise
disturbances atx andy will cause different channel estimation results.
5.2.2.1 Single Directional Decode-and-Forward
By using similar calculations in section 5.2.1.1, the capacity for the single uni-directional DF
protocol can be computed. The point we need to notice here is that the channel estimation error













σ2r + P | εksr |2
(5.34)
where,P | εksr |2 is the noise induced by channel estimation inaccuracy. Similarly, theSNRkrd





sd can be obtained by using (5.32) and (5.33). Capacities which
involved channel estimation error forS → R, R → D andS → D links asRCEsr , RCErd and
RCEsd respectively. Thus, the capacity for the single relay uni-directional DF protocol when the













5.2.2.2 Bi-directional Decode-and-Forward I
In the 3-step bi-directional DF relay schemes,T1 andT2 send their pilot sequences on the first
M symbols. Then,R1 transmits the pilot symbols with its data and broadcasts it to T1 and
T2. The capacity for this protocol can be written in the similarway as (5.17) and with the
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where, the factor1/3 denotes the fact that the transmission process should be completed in 3
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stand for spectrum efficiencies of theT1 → R1 → T2 link and the opposite link, respectively.
5.2.2.3 Bi-direction Decode-and-Forward II
For the channel estimation process in the 2-step single relay bi-directional DF protocol, at the
first phase,T1 andT2 send mutually orthogonal pilot sequences to ensure that theestimation
processes forT1 → R andT2 → R. links do not impact on each other. Then R1 transmits pilot
symbols with its data and forwards the signal toT1 andT2 . Thus the spectrum efficiency for
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In (5.39),P | hkt2r |2 denotes the received power fromT2 at R which is considered as interfer-
ence forR decodingT1. Before decoding the message fromT2, X1 should be subtracted out.
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In the same way, the spectrum efficiencyR2step
′′
bi DF which denotes the spectrum efficiency for
detecting theT2 data stream rst can be obtained. Therefore, the achievable spectrum efficiency



















5.2.2.4 Simulation of Channel Estimation Error Impact on Performance
As described by (5.31) and (5.33), the channel estimation error ǫk will reduce with the pilot
symbol numbersM . Predictably, the achievable spectrum efficiencies for each protocol will
also be variable and will generally reduce with increasing numbers of pilot symbols. Here,
we define the information loss as the the difference between th evaluated capacity under the
perfect channel estimation scenario and the capacity calculated with the channel estimation
error included.
∆R = Rimp channel − Rp channel (5.43)
Intuitively, ∆R will relate with one factor, the number of the pilot symbols.Large numbers
of pilot symbols will cause the a more accurate channel estimation which will lead to a closer
approach to the capacity with perfect channel knowledge. However it is also easy to observe,
from equation (5.30) that the use of the pilot symbols will cause some information loss. Thus,
the choice of a proper pilot symbol quantity is important foroptimised performance. In the
following Figure 5.14, the information losses for each protoc l are shown. From Figure 5.14,
we can see that direct transmission has an obviously larger gap than the relay schemes. The
reason is that without the help of the relay, the received signal atT2 is weaker due to the larger
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Figure 5.14: The Information Loss for Each Protocol
channel attenuation. Thus, a less accurate channel estimation is obtained which leads to higher
information loss. By using a relay node to decode and forwardthe transmission, the signal can
be detected more reliably at the receiver. Thus, the information gap of an uni-directional single
relay DF protocol is much smaller than the direct transmission case. For the bi-directional
protocols, they can benefit from the DF signal reconstruction operation but are limited by the
power split operation in the broadcasting phase. In particular, for the 2-step bi-directional DF
protocol, the V-Blast detection process is vulnerable whenchannel estimation errors are present.
For example, due to the inaccuracy of channel estimation ofT1 → R link, after decoding the
signalX1 from T1, the impact ofX1 can not be totally subtracted, and the residual interference
will limit the capacity of detectingX2 from T2. Therefore, the 2-step bi-directional protocol
has a larger performance loss than the 3-step bi-directional protocol.
5.3 Conclusion and Discussion
From the simulation results in this chapter, we can see that the introduction of the relay nodes
may not always help to increase the system performance. But if we properly deploy the relay
nodes and choose the right signal forwarding method, the system capacity can be increased
with the aid of one or more relay nodes. In this section, some conclusions for relay aided PLC
networks are given based on the simulation results.
The first conclusion can been seen from Figure 5.3, Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.11 and
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Figure 5.13, is that if the relay nodes are deployed on the main p th, it will bring more capacity
gain compared with locating it on a branch. This consistencyis shown in the simulation results
indicates that the derivation boxes or transformers are bett r candidates for placing relay nodes
in practice. Also, from the capacity simulation results of the AF schemes, another interesting
phenomenon is that amplify-and-forward operation on relayschemes are more sensitive to the
relay node location than DF schemes.
The second conclusion that can be summarised from the simulat on results is that DF protocols
generally have better performance than the AF protocols. The reason for this phenomenon is
determined by the frequency selective fading nature of PLC channels. In the AF protocols, the
relay node only forwards the received signal with a certain amplification factor, and does not
consider the channel gain on a specific subcarrier. Thus, if the channel gainS → R or R → D
link on a subcerrier is low, there is no effective mechanism to ake up the data rate loss caused
by the fading. By contrast, the receive information on the relay nodes are decoded and re-
organised at the relay node in the DF scenario. The decoding and re-encoding operation makes
it is possible to reallocate the data onto different sub-carriers. Thus, the frequency selective
fading impact on the DF protocols is much less. Another advantage of the single relay uni-
directional DF protocol is that the system can adjust the timduration allocated forS → R and
R → D links to maximum the overall data transmission capacity.
In the simulations, multiple relay nodes scenarios are discussed. Interestingly, the extra relay
node will bring more benefits in the AF scheme then for then DF scheme. Though the DF op-
eration has a clear advantage in the frequency selective fading channel, the situation is reversed
in the multi-relay node scenario. In the multi-relay AF scheme, the extra node will contribute
extra SNR directly. For the multi-relay DF scheme, the extrarel y node only bring extra SNR
in the second time slot. But in the first time slot, the transmission capacity is limited by the
weakest source to relay link. Thus, only if the transmissiondistance is short can the impact of
the weak source to relay link can be ignored. For the multiplere ay nodes DF transmission,
selecting a best node among the candidates is a better choicet en taking all the nodes in the
transmission.
Another important topic related to uni-directional and bi-directional relays in this chapter. The
most obvious advantage of bi-directional relay schemes is time efficiency. Comparing with
uni-directional schemes, the bi-directional schemes saveup 50% or 33% of the time to finish a
two direction transmission between two data terminals. However the drawback is that the data
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rate for each data stream may be unbalanced since relay node nee s to detect the signals from
both sides by using the V-Blast method, where the data streamfro one direction should be
considered as interference in the first detection stage of V-Blast method. The simulation results
shown in Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13 indicate that the bi-directional mode helps to increase
the system capacity performance. From the simulations in Figure 5.14, the bi-directional 2-
step DF protocol shows superiority over all the other protocls in transmission capacity, but
is vulnerable to noise disturbance which will impact the channel estimation accuracy. With
accurate channel estimation using multiple pilot symbols,the 2-step protocol will minimise
such deterioration. The 3-step protocol shows more robustnes then the 2-step protocol when
channel estimation errors are present.
Based on the simulation results, some basic criteria for selecting a relay method can be stated.
First, for any possible relay protocols, it is better to deploy the relay node in deviation box or
transformer, but not on terminating socket. Second, the AF scheme performs best if only one
relay node is considered for either uni-directional or bi-directional transmission. If a multi-
relay system is taken into account, AF protocols will present superiority since AF protocols
will contribute to overall SNR directly and not be limited bythe weak source-relay links. Then,
bi-directional schemes increase the system performance significantly by the reducing the time
duration of the data transmission. Based on the above primary conclusions, we can select a
proper relay scheme that is suitable for a given scenario.
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Conclusion and Future Work
In previous chapters, the general history, background as well as current development of PLC
are introduced. To fit two important challenges in the PLC networks - channel modelling and
adaptivity in diverse application scenarios, a new statistical channel modelling method and
relay protocols for PLC networks are proposed and describedin detail in Chapter 3, 4 and 5
respectively. As an open research area, the works on PLC is far from finished. Thus, in this
chatper the previous works are summarised and future works are proposed based.
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, the consistency of the transmission line theory approach and multipath approach
is first verified with a set of PLC parameters in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the procedure of the
statistical channel modelling method is described and the modelling result is compared with the
other modelling method. The relay protocols and the capacity performances of each protocol
are given in Chapter 5. Here, the contributions and conclusion of this work are summarised.
6.1.1 Channel Model
Unlike the previous deterministic channel modelling methods, the proposed channel model fo-
cuses on the statistical characteristics of multipath propagation in PLC network, for example,
the path magnitude distribution, path interval distribution, path number and cable loss effects.
The simulation result of the proposed model shows high consistency with the traditional TLT
channel model. The first advantage of the proposed channel model is that it exempts the neces-
sity of collecting and evaluating the network topology information which are time-consuming
work. In the statistical channel model, the randomness of the multipath caused by topology vari-
ations is indirectly represented by the random distribution of the multipath parameters. Thus,
with statistical channel model, the communication research for powerline is no longer confined
to a limited number of topologies, and the performance evaluation based on statistical channels
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is provides better insight into a range of deployment scenarios. Also, the time domain channel
is more convenient for some application, for example: the correlated impulse noise modelling
in PLC networks.
6.1.2 Relay for PLC
In this thesis, the relay concept is introduced to powerlinecommunications for the purpose of
enhance the capacity and coverage. With the benefits broughtby the relay nodes, the PLC
may be applied in more application scenarios. In this work, aseries of relay protocols are
proposed for PLC networks, which cover signal forwarding mechanism including forwarding
mechanism, single/multiple relay nodes and the full/half duplex mode for the relay. The ca-
pacity performance shows that not all the relay techniques can help to improve performance.
According to the results in Chapter 5, some conclusion can bedrawn: first, the deviation box or
transforming station are better locations than the terminal sockets for placing the relay nodes.
Second, DF forward mechanism shows more gain in capacity performance when compared
with AF forward mechanism in the PLC environment. Another interesting result shown in the
Chapter 5 is that extra relay nodes may not necessary help thenetwork improve the perfor-
mance, especially in DF scenarios. Finally it is seen that bidirectional relay schemes present
better capacity results, which benefit from the effective time slot sharing strategy. From this
chapter, we can say that if properly choosing the location and signal forwarding mode, relay
will be a promising technology for the future powerline communications. In addition, the pro-
tocol performance with channel estimation error is investigated and the mechanism of choosing
proper pilot length is given based on the simulation.
6.2 Future Work
Though we have discussed two challenges in the powerline communications, the PLC is still an
open area for research. Even for the channel modelling and relay, there are still some interesting
topics to study. In this section, some future research suggestions on channel modelling and relay
aided PLC are given.
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6.2.1 Unit Based Statistical Channel Modelling
The statistical multipath properties of PLC channel are invstigated in detail in Chapter 5. The
channel can be modeled according to the extracted properties. Though the proposed statistical
model is based on the random branch density, if the branch density of the target networks
varies over a very large range, the model can not fully present the channel characteristics. To
overcome this drawback, an initial idea of a new statisticalch nnel model is described here.
The new channel modelling method is based on the fact introduced in Section 4.2.2.1 to 4.2.2.5
in Chapter 4. We intend to decompose the PLC network to basic network unit which can
present the channel characteristics of 4.77 meters length.Since the new channel model is
designed to present diverse channel conditions, the network unit should have the ability to
demonstrate different channel conditions of for a network 4.77 meters length. As known from
previous chapters, the deep fading points are mainly causedby reflected signals on the branches.
Thus, the density of the branches is used as an indicator of the channel conditions. Higher
branch density implies worse channel condition and vice verse. In order to obtain the channel
properties of different branch densities, the following points should be studied by using the
similar methods in Chapter 4:
1. path magnitude distribution, and distribution parameters rends with the branch density
in a network unit
2. Path interval distribution and distribution parametersrends with the branch density in a
network unit
3. Path loss for each 4.77 meters transmission distance
With the above steps, the channel properties of one network unit for different branch densi-
ties can be obtained. With the network unit, we can evaluate the channel response of a long
distance transmission by cascading a certain number of network units. For example, if a chan-
nel response of about 100 meters is required, we can cascade 21 n twork units. The channel
response of the expecting link can be obtained by using :
h = h1 ⊗ h2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ hn (6.1)
where⊗ is convolution operation,hi is the time domain channel impulse response of thei
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network unit. With the network unit properties and the cascading operation in (6.1), a channel
response with arbitrary distance in any channel condition can be obtained.
6.2.2 Multiple User Node Relay for PLC
In Chapter 5, relay protocols for P2P transmission and the corr sponding capacity performance
evaluation are given. This work describes suitable relay options for the PLC environment.
But when considering practical network connections, theremay often be more then two PLC
device connected to one deviation box where used to deploy the relay node. Thus, the relay
transmission scenario in practice can be demonstrated in Figure 6.1: As can be seen, the relay
Figure 6.1: The multiple point to multiple point relay scenario in a practical PLC environment
node is not specifice deployed for one relay link but for multiple PLC devices. Based on this
fact, following issues will be promising topics:
1. The first issue for the multi-user is the multiple access (MA) mechanism. In general we
may consider three MA patterns: frequency division (DF), time division (TD) and spatial
division (SD). Spatial division may be difficult to achieve in PLC networks due to the
limit of channel correlation in PLC network. so the advantages of FD and TD should be
investigated in detail. Considering that PLC channels are often highly frequency selec-
tive, FDMA may provide enough flexibility for the system.
2. Related to the MA patterns, resource allocation is a majorpr blem for multi-user relay
systems. In the relay aided PLC system, the available allocating resources include: spec-
trum, power and time slots. These resources can be allocatedto different users according
to different criteria such as maximising the total capacity, providing equal data rates for
each user or according to different priorities of the users.Thus, the dynamic power and
spectrum allocations schemes for the relay aid multi-user PLC network will be important
option for pushing PLC to more applications scenarios.
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3. As described in Chapter 5, the bidirectional relay mode show superiority over other
techniques. But in multi-user scenarios, the V-Blast detection method is no longer an
effective way to detect and distinguish the signals from different PLC devices. In order
to benefit from the full duplex working mode, network coding and frequency division
multiple access patterns can be used to help the relay node working in full duplex mode.
For example, the specific codeword or spectrum segment can bellocated to given pair
of PLC devices pair.
6.2.3 Relay for Narrowband Automation Control
As reported in many papers, Smart Grid will attract lot of atten ion in the near future. Thus, the
demand for communications in Smart Grid will continue growing. Unlike broadband commu-
nications, the communications in Smart Grid will require wide area coverage, with robustness
data transmission over narrowband channels, which have sompecial characteristics, for ex-
ample, the channel may experience deep flat fading due to the narrowband coverage that may
lead to channel outage. Also, the data stream in Smart Grid will include both data collection
and control signal distribution, which will require a two-way communication solution over nar-
row bandwidth. Based on the special requirements of Smart Grid communications, following
topics may be interesting for investigating:
1. In order to cover larger area, the two hop relay may not enough, thus multi-hop data
transmission in the physical layer will be quite a promisingdirection, for example space
time coding scheme designs for multi-hop narrowband PLC.
2. For the purpose of compensating outages caused by deep fading links, it is necessary to
develop multi-hop route protocols for the narrowband PL network which covers large
area. This will mean that there is more than one path for the signal to reach the destina-
tion. If any one path is faded, the signal can still arrive from the other paths. Thus, the
adaptive relay scheme will be applied to fit the dynamic route. Thus, it will be a cross




Parameters of the Cable
Figure A.1. shows the construction of a common power cable which is used in [18], Table
A.1. and Table A.2. show the geometric parameters and the electromagnetic parameters of
NAYY150 and NAYY35 cables.
Figure A.1: The Cross-Section of a Four Conductor Power Cable
The insulator between conductors is PVC. When feeding signals i to two adjacent conductors,
most of the electric field is concentrated between these two conductors. The parameters of the
cable can be estimated by the geometric dimensions and some material properties.
Lumped Parameter Calculation
Following the steps introduced in [18], the lumped parameters such as capacitance, inductance,
NAYY150 (mm) NAYY35 (mm)
a 1.8 1.2
r 6.9099 5.9161
Table A.1: Geometry information of NAYY cable
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Conductivity of Cooper κ 58 × 106 S/m
Dissipation of PVC tanδ 0.025
relative permittivity of PVC εr 4
free space permittivity ε0 8.541878176 × 10−12 [F/m]
relative permeability of Cooper µr 1
free space permeability µ0 1.2566290 × 10−6 [H/m]
Table A.2: Electrical parameters of NAYY cable
resistance and conductance per unit length can be calculated.













G′ = 2πfC ′tanδ (A.4)
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Statistical Channel Model Parameter
B.1 Parameters for Number of Paths Distribution
The number of the paths for the channel ofith Class andkth Cluster can be described by a
Gussian distribution as (4.3):
Ni,k = [N (µi,k, σi,k)] (B.1)
where[·] means to round towards the nearest integer, parametersµi,k andσi,k are the expec-
tation and variance of the Gaussian distribution. The valueµ andσ in each Class increase as
power function of Cluster Index. The Power function can be written as:
µi,k = pi1k
pi2 + pi3 (B.2)
σi,k = qi1k
qi2 + qi3 (B.3)
wherei andk are the class index and cluster index respectively. The parameterspi1, pi2, pi3,
qi1, qi2 andqi3 are shown in Table B.1
i=2 pi1 = 1.623 pi2 = 0.08596 pi3 = 0
qi1 = −0.3818 qi2 = −0.8461 qi3 = 1.592
i=3 pi1 = 3.913 pi2 = 0.0968 pi3 = 0
qi1 = −0.005983 qi2 = 1.033 qi3 = 1.783
i=4 pi1 = 6.169 pi2 = 0.09686 pi3 = 0
qi1 = −0.4401 qi2 = −0.6989 qi3 = 2.007
i=5 pi1 = 8.684 pi2 = 0.1688 pi3 = 0
qi1 = −8.725 qi2 = −0.06764 qi3 = 10.98
Table B.1: The parameters for calculating expectation and variance value of path number dis-
tribution
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i=1 aMi = 0.4815 b
M
i = −0.0821 cMi = 0.4103 dMi = −0.02408
i=2 aMi = 0.2601 b
M
i = −0.1214 cMi = 0.4948 dMi = −0.03241
i=3 aMi = 0.1841 b
M
i = −0.1246 cMi = 0.3628 dMi = −0.03334
i=4 aMi = 0.1221 b
M
i = −0.1515 cMi = 0.2736 dMi = −0.03445
i=5 aMi = 0.1721 b
M
i = −0.1517 cMi = 0.0905 dMi = −0.01979
Table B.2: The double exponential parameters for first arrival path magnitude
B.2 Parameters for Magnitude Distribution
B.2.1 First Arrival Path
For the channels in a particular Class, the magnitude of the first arrival path of follows the
double exponential decay with the Cluster Indexk increasing. The double exponential decay




bMi k + cMi e
dMi k (B.4)





anddMi are the double exponential parameters, and are shown in Table B.2.
B.2.2 Other paths
The magnitude of the other paths are deeply depended on the arriving time of the path. The
















anddok are shown in Table B.3.
B.3 Parameters for Path Interval Distribution
For the channels in a particular Class, the path intervals can be described by a Generalised
Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. The PDF of GEV distribution for ith Class andkth Cluster
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k=1 aok = 0.4194 b
o
k = −0.1270 cok = 0.0328 dok = −0.0083
k=2 aok = 0.4388 b
o
k = −0.1355 cok = 0.0487 dok = −0.0207
k=3 aok = 0.4647 b
o
k = −0.1353 cok = 0.0502 dok = −0.0206
k=4 aok = 0.4542 b
o
k = −0.1329 cok = 0.0562 dok = −0.0235
k=5 aok = 0.4381 b
o
k = −0.1244 cok = 0.0521 dok = −0.0229
k=6 aok = 0.4632 b
o
k = −0.1253 cok = 0.0571 dok = −0.0249
k=7 aok = 0.4677 b
o
k = −0.1163 cok = 0.0422 dok = −0.0196
k=8 aok = 0.5124 b
o
k = −0.1200 cok = 0.0457 dok = −0.0213
k=9 aok = 0.4262 b
o
k = −0.1032 cok = 0.0327 dok = −0.0171
k=10 aok = 0.4419 b
o
k = −0.1004 cok = 0.0287 dok = −0.0151
k=11 aok = 0.5116 b
o
k = −0.1046 cok = 0.0292 dok = −0.0149
k=12 aok = 0.4604 b
o
k = −0.0964 cok = 0.0257 dok = −0.0140
k=13 aok = 0.4501 b
o
k = −0.0925 cok = 0.0223 dok = −0.0126
k=14 aok = 0.4968 b
o
k = −0.0946 cok = 0.0238 dok = −0.0134
k=15 aok = 0.5187 b
o
k = −0.0950 cok = 0.0243 dok = −0.0136
k=16 aok = 0.5242 b
o
k = −0.0915 cok = 0.0207 dok = −0.0116
k=17 aok = 0.5355 b
o
k = −0.0896 cok = 0.0188 dok = −0.0109
k=18 aok = 0.6164 b
o
k = −0.0934 cok = 0.0224 dok = −0.0125
k=19 aok = 0.5288 b
o
k = −0.0852 cok = 0.0180 dok = −0.0108
k=20 aok = 0.5829 b
o
k = −0.0864 cok = 0.0175 dok = −0.0099
Table B.3: The double exponential parameters for magnitudes of other paths
Expression Detail
ξ5,k = ak
b + c a = 0.4063, b = 0.2886, c = 1.061
δ5,k = ak
b + c a = 1.246, b = 0.1702, c = −1.892
µ5,k = ak + b a = 0.0002687, b = 0.2033
Table B.4: GEV parameters of Class V
can be written as (4.6):

























wherei andk are the class index and cluster index respectively.. Parameter ξ andη in Class
V should be described by power function of Cluster Index. Except these two special cases,
the other parameters can be demonstrated by linear functionof Cluster Index. The calculation
parameters forepsiloni,k, ηi,k andξi,k are given in Table B.4 to Table B.7.
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Expression Fitted Result
ξ4,k = ak + b a = 0.000972, b = 2.734
η4,k = ak + b a = 0.0009786, b = 0.9539
ǫ4,k = ak + b a = 0.0001653, b = 0.3061
Table B.5: GEV parameters of Class IV
Expression Fitted Result
ξ3,k = ak + b a = 0.0006167, b = 2.537
η3,k = ak + b a = 0.0005993, b = 0.8095
ǫ3,k = ak + b a = −0.00009132, b = 0.571
Table B.6: GEV parameters of Class III
B.4 Parameters for Cable Losses
The cable loss can be demonstrated as:
A (f, d) = e−(a0+a1·f
k)e−jb0f (B.7)
The parametersa0, a1, k andb0 are the functions of the path propagation distance:
a0 = 0.00020860 · d + 0.00087386 (B.8)
a1 = 0.000026440 · d − 0.000046444 (B.9)
k = −0.000090980 · d + 0.8876 (B.10)
b0 = −0.0006432 · d − 0.0000011264 (B.11)
where,d is the path propagation distance.
Expression Fitted Result
ξ2,k = ak + b a = 0.001143, b = 2.211
η2,k = ak + b a = 0.0008684, b = 0.6979
ǫ2,k = ak + b a = −0.00003362, b = 0.5586
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